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GENERAL INTEREST 

Passed On 
African American Mourning Stories 

A Memorial 

KARLA FC HOLLOWAY 

Passed On is a portrait of death and dying in twentieth-century African 

America. Through poignant reflection and thorough investigation 

of the myths, rituals, economics, and politics of African American 

mourning and burial practices, Karla FC Holloway finds that ways 

of dying are just as much a part of black identity as ways of living. 

Gracefully interweaving interviews, archival research, and analyses 

of literature, film, and music, Holloway shows how the vulnerability 

of African Americans to untimely death is inextricably linked to how 

black culture represents itself and is represented. 

With a focus on the “death care” industry—black funeral homes and 

morticians, the history of the profession and its practices—Holloway 

examines all facets of the burial business, from physicians, hospital 

chaplains, and hospice administrators, to embalming chemical sales¬ 

men, casket makers, and funeral directors, to grieving relatives. She 

also uses narrative, photographs, and images to cover lynchings, white 

rage and riot, medical malpractice and neglect, executions, and neigh¬ 

borhood violence. Describing the specialized caskets sold to African 

America, formal burial photos of infants, and death bed stories, the 

book unveils a glimpse of the graveyards and burial sites of African 

America, along with burial rituals and funeral ceremonies. 

Revealing both unexpected humor and anticipated tragedy, Holloway 

tells a twentieth-century story of the experiences of black folk in the 

funeral profession and its clientele. She also reluctantly shares the story 

of her son and the way his death moved her research from page to 

person. 

In the conclusion, which follows a sermon delivered by Maurice O. 

Wallace at the funeral for the author’s son, Bern, Holloway strives to 

commemorate—through observation, ceremony, and the calling of 

others to remembrance and celebration. 

SCARBOROUGH AND SON. DURHAM. N.C. PHOTO COURTESY OF THE NEWS & OBSERVER 

AUTHOR PHOTO BY CHRIS HILDRETH 

karla FC holloway is William R. Kenan Jr. Professor 

of English and Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences 

at Duke University. She is the author of Moorings and 

Metaphors: Culture and Gender in Black Women’s Literature 

and Codes of Conduct: Race, Ethics, and the Color of Our 

Character. 

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES/DEATH & DYING 

A John Hope Franklin Center Book 

240 pages, 56 b&w photos 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2860-7 

cloth, $24-95tr/£i8.95 

march 

“Karla Holloway writes about a central and little-explored American 

phenomenon with a wide and patient breadth of knowledge and a 

startlingly profound personal depth. It feels like a book as durable as 

a well-shaped stone—as reliable, useful and finally consoling, however 

hard to bear.”—Reynolds Price 

“Beginning with the tragic loss of her son, Karla Holloway poignantly 

examines how race not only affects the meaning of black lives but their 

deaths as well.”—Paula Giddings, author of When and Where I Enter: 

The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America 
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LULA TARLTON, THE FIRST FEMALE VICTIM OF THE TESTS TO BECOME KNOWN. PHOTO COURTESY OF 

BARBARA ANN MATHIS 

“Stephens is a skilled investigative journalist, piecing together med¬ 

ical records, Pentagon reports, and firsthand interviews to weave a 

damning and unforgettable picture of what happened in the base¬ 

ment of Cincinnati General Hospital.”—Eileen Welsome, author 

of The Plutonium Files: America’s Secret Medical Experiments in 

the Cold War 

“Read this book not only to grasp the horror of what official medi¬ 

cine did to ninety families, but also for the fuel you need to fight 

such outrageous injustices in our midst.”—Jim Hightower 

“An invaluable, outstanding work that will endure to enhance 

respect for informed consent in human research, as hope for vigi¬ 

lant advocates of human rights, and as a case study of how history 

unfolds.”—Carl Gandola, MD, Public Health Internist in Cincinnati 

CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN OF MAUD JACOBS. TEST VICTIM. PHOTO COURTESY OF THE JACOBS FAMILY 

The Treatment 
The Story of Those Who Died in 

the Cincinnati Radiation Tests 

MARTHA STEPHENS 

The Treatment is the story of one tragedy of medical research that 

stretched over eleven years and affected the lives of hundreds of 

people in an Ohio city. Thirty years ago the author, then an assistant 

professor of English, acquired a large set of little-known medical 

papers at her university. These documents told a grotesque story. 

Cancer patients coming to the public hospital on her campus were 

being swept into secret experiments for the U.S. military; they were 

being irradiated over their whole bodies as if they were soldiers in 

nuclear war. Of the ninety women and men exposed to this treatment, 

twenty-one died within a month of their radiations. 

Martha Stephens’s report on these deaths led to the halting of the 

tests, but local papers did not print her charges, and for many years 

people in Cincinnati had no way of knowing that lethal experiments 

had taken place there. In 1994 other military tests were brought to 

light, and a yellowed copy of Stephens’s original report was delivered 

to a television newsroom. In Ohio, major publicity ensued—at long 

last—and reached around the world. Stephens uncovered the names 

of the victims, and a legal action was filed against thirteen researchers 

and their institutions. A federal judge compared the deeds of the 

doctors to the medical crimes of the Nazis during World War II 

and refused to dismiss the researchers from the suit. After many bitter 

disputes in court, they agreed to settle the case with the families of 

those they had afflicted. In 1999 a memorial plaque was raised in a 

yard of the hospital. 

Who were these doctors and why had they done as they did? Who 

were the people whose lives they took? Who was the reporter who 

could not forget the story, the young attorney who first developed 

the case, the judge who issued the historic ruling against the doctors? 

This is Stephens’s moving account of all that transpired in these lives 

and her own during this epic battle between the history of medicine 

and human rights. 

martha Stephens was for many years Professor of English at the 

University of Cincinnati. She is the author of The Question of Flannery 

O’Connor, the novels Cast a Wistful Eye and Children of the World. An 

activist for many years, Stephens was the first to break the story of this 

scandalous project and continues to work for justice for the victims 

and their families. 

AMERICAN HISTORY/MEDICAL HISTORY 

312 pages, 15 b&w photos 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2811-9 

cloth, $28.95tr/£2i.95 

MARCH 
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Slobodan Milosevic and the 
Destruction of Yugoslavia 

LOUIS SELL 

In Slobodan Milosevic and the Destruction of Yugoslavia former U.S. 

foreign service officer Louis Sell fills a gap in the literature on the 

Yugoslav conflicts by covering both the domestic Yugoslav side of the 

collapse and the history and consequences of international interven¬ 

tions in the wars in Slovenia and Croatia in 1991, Bosnia in 1992-1995, 

and Kosovo from 1998-1999. Sell focuses on the life and career of 

Milosevic from the perspective of both a diplomatic insider intimately 

familiar with the region and a scholar who has researched all of the 

available English and Serbo-Croatian sources. 

Sell spent much of his diplomatic career in Eastern Europe and 

Russia, including eight years in Yugoslavia between 1974 and 2000, 

and witnessed the events that contributed to the dissolution and 

ultimate destruction of Yugoslavia. In Slobodan Milosevic and the 

Destruction of Yugoslavia he provides firsthand observations of 

Milosevic during the heady days of his rise to power as well as in the 

endgame of the Bosnian war, including the Dayton Peace Conference. 

Drawing on a wide range of published material an interviews with 

Yugoslav and foreign participants, Sell covers such areas as Milosevic’s 

relationship to the military, his responsibility for war crimes, his 

methods of persuasion and negotiation, and his notoriously explosive 

personality. 

LOUIS sell is a retired Foreign Service Officer who served twenty- 

eight years with the U.S. Department of State. He spent eight years 

in the former Yugoslavia with both the Department of State and 

non-governmental organizations. From 1995-1996 he served as 

Political Deputy to the first High Representative for Bosnian Peace 

Implementation. In that capacity, Sell attended the Dayton Peace 

Conference and participated in the first year of implementation 

of the Dayton accords. In 2000 he served as Kosovo Director of the 

International Crisis Group. He currently teaches at the University 

of Maine at Farmington. 

HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY 

392 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2855-0 

cloth, $34-95tr/£26.95 

APRIL 

AUTHOR PHOTO BY ALAN R. HART 

“Louis Sell brings to his fascinating study of the Serbian 

tyrant a deep experience in the Balkans, an authority 

based on his own participation in some of the events 

he describes, and a keen analytical eye. This is a first 

rate book.”—Warren Zimmermann, United States 

Ambassador to Yugoslavia, 1989-1992 

“It will be decades until someone can begin to write 

a history of the Balkans conflicts of the last decade of 

the twentieth century. Until then, few accounts will be 

more valuable than Louis Sell’s first-hand account of 

the twelve years of Slobodan Milosevic from his conver¬ 

sion to nationalism in Kosovo to his transfer to the 

International Tribunal in The Hague. As very few 

others, Louis Sell has been on the different scenes of 

the conflicts, met the different actors, seen the drama 

from different perspectives and been able to put 

the pieces together. He has written a highly readable 

and most interesting book.”—Carl Bildt, former Prime 

Minister of Sweden and High Representative for 

Bosnian Peace Implementation 
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To Live and Die 
Collected Stories of the Civil War, 1861-1876 

KATHLEEN DIFFLEY, EDITOR 

Even before the first cannonballs were fired at Fort Sumter, fiction 

writers were trying to make creative sense of the War Between the 

States. These thirty-one stories were culled from hundreds that circu¬ 

lated in popular magazines between 1861 and the celebration of the 

American centennial in 1876. Arranged to echo the sequence of the 

unfolding drama of the war and Reconstruction, together these short 

stories constitute an “inadvertent novel,” a collective narrative about 

a domestic crisis that was still ongoing as the stories were being written 

and published. 

The authors, who include Louisa May 

Alcott and Mark Twain, depict the hor¬ 

rors of the battlefield, the suffering in 

prison camps and field hospitals, and the 

privations of the home front. In these 

pages, bushwackers carry the war to 

out-of-the-way homesteads, spies work 

households from the inside, journeying 

paymasters rely on the kindness of 

border women, and soldiers turn out to 

be girls. The stories are populated with 

nurses, soldiers, field surgeons, preach¬ 

ers, slaves, and former slaves, and they 

take place in the cities, on the frontier, 

and on battlefields from Gettysburg to 

Chickamauga. 

The book opens with a prewar vigilante attack on the Underground 

Railroad and a Kansas parson in Henry King’s “The Cabin at Pharoah’s 

Ford” and concludes with an ex-slave’s story of the loss of her remain¬ 

ing son in Twain’s “A True Story.” In between are stories written by 

both women and men that were published in magazines from the South 

and West as well as the culturally dominant Northeast. Original illustra¬ 

tions from these same publications highlight the text. Kathleen Diffley’s 

introduction provides literary and historical background, and her head- 

notes introduce readers to the authors and the publications for which 

they wrote. 

Just as they did for nineteenth-century readers, these stories will bring 

the war home to contemporary readers, giving shape to a crisis that 

rocked the nation then and continues to haunt it now. 

Kathleen DIFFLEY is Associate Professor of English at the University 

of Iowa and the author of Where My Heart is Turning Ever: Civil War 

Stories and Constitutional Reform, 1861-1876. 

CIVIL WAR/FICTION 

448 pages, 41 b&w photos 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2887-9 

cloth, $32.95tr/£25.oo 

MAY 

■GENERAL STUART (CONFEDERATE) WITH HIS CAVALRY,' ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS. 1862 

“This splendid collection reveals a great deal about the ‘real war’ that 

Walt Whitman predicted would never get into the books. Written 

between 1861 and 1875, the stories illuminate myriad facets of our defining 

national crisis. The range of scenes and voices from the battlefield and 

the homefront, from men and women, from North and South, remind 

us of the almost infinite variety' of ways in which the war touched 

Americans.”—Gary W. Gallagher, author of Lee and His Army in 

Confederate History 

“This anthology' of short stories offers fascinating glimpses of the Civil 

War as most Americans at the time experienced it—by reading about 

incidents on the batdefront and elsewhere in popular magazines. Modern 

readers can project themselves back to that heroic and sentimental time 

more effectively through this medium of popular literature than in any 

other way.”—James M. McPherson, author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning 

Battle Cry of Freedom: The Civil War Era 

“Kathleen Diffley has unearthed, assembled, and contextualized a fasci¬ 

nating collection of stories, most completely unknown until now. This 

volume will bring renewed attention to Civil War fiction as a viable and 

interesting genre.”—Elizabeth Young, author of Disarming the Nation: 

Women's Writing and the American Civil War 

■THE ESCAPED SLAVE IN 

THE UNION ARMY,' HARPER'S WEEKLY. 1864 
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Landscape with Human Figure 

RAFAEL CAMPO 

In Landscape with Human Figure, his fourth and most compelling col¬ 

lection of poetry, Rafael Campo confirms his status as one of America’s 

most important poets. Like his predecessor William Carlos Williams, 

who was also a physician, Campo plumbs the depths of our capacity 

for empathy. Campo writes stunning, candid poems from outside the 

academy, poems that arise with equal beauty from a bleak Boston tene¬ 

ment or a moonlit Spanish plaza, poems that remain unafraid to 

explore and to celebrate his identity as a doctor and Cuban American 

gay man. Yet no matter what their unexpected and inspired sources, 

Campo’s poems insistently remind us of the necessity of poetry itself 

in our increasingly fractured society; his writing brings us together— 

just as did the incantations of humankind’s earliest healers—into the 

warm circle of community and connectedness. In this heart-wrench¬ 

ing, haunting, and ultimately humane work, Rafael Campo has painted 

as if in blood and breath a gorgeously complex world, in which every 

one of us can be found. 

rafael campo teaches and practices general internal medicine at 

Harvard Medical School and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in 

Boston. He is the recipient of numerous awards and honors, including 

a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellowship and a Pushcart Prize. 

His debut collection of poetry, The Other Man Was Me, won the 1993 

National Poetry Series award. His second collection, Wlrnt the Body 

Told, won a 1997 Lambda Literary Award; his third, Diva, was a finalist 

in 2000 for the National Book Critics Circle Award and the Paterson 

Poetry Prize (titles available from Duke University Press; see page 49). 

His work has been published in DoubleTake, The Los Angeles Times, 

The Nation, The New Republic, The New York Times Magazine, Out, 

The Progressive, Salon, Slate, and The Washington Post Book World. 

He is also the author of a collection of essays now available in paper¬ 

back under the title The Desire to Heal. He lives in Jamaica Plain, 

Massachusetts. 

POETRY 

112 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2890-9 

paper, $i5.95tr/£i2.5o 

isbn 0-8223-2875-5 

library cloth, $42.95/£32.95 

FEBRUARY 

PRAISE FOR RAFAEL CAMPO 

“Landscape with Human Figure is a striking achievement. I am 

moved, as his readers are sure to be, by Campo’s wisdom, matu¬ 

rity, depth, heart, and range of experience.”—Grace Schulman 

“Rafael Campo is one of the most gifted and accomplished 

younger poets writing in English.”—Marilyn Hacker 

“Rafael Campo is an accomplished formalist. I hugely enjoy 

watching him skitter from sestina to pantoum, sonnet to 

rhymed couplets, to say nothing of his own nonce forms 

devised as the situation suggests.”—Maxine Kumin 

“Campo is one of the most attractive, interesting and—I can 

think of no better word—valuable poets of his generation.” 

—Richard Howard 

“Campo’s background and concerns—he writes out of his 

identity and experience as a gay Cuban-American physician— 

make for a rich field of investigations, and his best work is 

both passionate and formally accomplished."—Mark Doty 
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Working Like a Homosexual 
Camp, Capital, Cinema 

MATTHEW TINKCOM 

What does camp have to do with capitalism? How have queer men 

created a philosophy of commodity culture? Why is cinema central 

to camp? With chapters on the films of Vincente Minnelli, Andy 

Warhol, Kenneth Anger, and John Waters, Working Like a Homosexual 

responds to these questions by arguing that post-World War II gay 

male subcultures have fostered their own ways not only of consuming 

mass culture but of producing it as well. 

With a special emphasis on the ever-fascinating tensions between 

high and low forms of culture and between good and bad taste, and 

in critical engagement with Marxist theories of capitalist production, 

Matthew Tinkcom offers a new vision of queer politics and aesthetics. 

He argues that camp—while embracing the cheap, the scorned, the 

gaudy, the tasteless, and what Warhol called “the leftovers” of artistic 

production—is a mode of intellectual production and a philosophy 

of modernity as much as it is an expression of a dissident sex/gender 

difference. From Minelli’s musicals and the “everyday glamour” 

of Warhol’s films to Anger’s experimental films and Waters’s “trash 

aesthetic,” Tinkcom demonstrates how camp allowed these gay men 

to design their own relationship to labor and to history in a way 

that protected them from censure even as they struggled to forge 

an identity within a system of “value” that failed to recognize them. 

Students and scholars of cinema, queer studies, Marxism, modernism, 

popular culture, and political economy will enjoy this book. 

Matthew tinkcom is Assistant Professor of English and of 

Communication, Culture, and Technology at Georgetown University. 

FILM/GAY & LESBIAN STUDIES 

Series Q 

240 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2889-5 

paper, $i8.95tr/£i4.50 

isbn 0-8223-2862-3 

library cloth, $54.95/£4i.95 

APRIL 

DIVINE IN "FEMALE TROUBLE." JOHN WATERS, DIRECTOR 

“A brilliant, innovative study of camp that exceeds the terms in 

which this topic traditionally has been conceived. The result is 

a reformulation of camp as queer industrial labor, from the per¬ 

spective of the production as well as the reception of that work. 

Anyone working on camp will hereafter have to reckon with this 

book.’’—Steven Cohan, author of Masked Men: Masculinity 

and the Movies in the Fifties 
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Gay Rebel of the Harlem Renaissance 
Selections from the Work of Richard Bruce Nugent 

RICHARD BRUCE NUGENT 

EDITED BY THOMAS H. WIRTH 

Foreword by Henry Louis Gates Jr. 

Richard Bruce Nugent (1906-1987) was a writer, painter, illustrator, 

and popular bohemian personality who lived at the center of the Harlem 

Renaissance. Protege of Alain Locke, roommate of Wallace Thurman, 

and friend of Langston Hughes and Zora Neale Hurston, the precocious 

Nugent stood for many years as the only African American writer willing 

to clearly pronounce his homosexuality in print. Selections from his 

writings, paintings, and erotic art-deco drawings—mostly unpublished 

or scattered in rare and obscure publications—are collected here for the 

first time. 

A contributor to the landmark publication 

FIRE!! and resident of the infamous 

Niggeratti Manor, Nugent drew heavily on 

his own experiences in his art. Thomas H. 

Wirth, a close friend of Nugent’s during the 

last years of the artist’s life, has assembled 

a selection of Nugent’s writings, including 

his best-known piece, “Smoke, Lilies, and 

Jade,” and some of his poems and short 

non-fiction pieces. The visual art selections 

include many of Nugent’s sketches, as well 

as a number of his paintings. Wirth has 

written an introduction providing biograph¬ 

ical information about Nugent and situating his art in relation to the 

visual and literary currents that influenced him. A foreword by Henry 

Louis Gates Jr. emphasizes the importance of Nugent for African 

American history and culture. 

Outliving virtually all other Harlem Renaissance figures, Nugent became 

a valuable resource to historians during his later years and is quoted in 

many works about the Harlem Renaissance era. This book offers a trove 

of hitherto unavailable primary source material and original art. 

richard bruce NUGENT—who also went by the names of Richard 

Bruce and Bruce Nugent— was a writer, artist, and actor who performed 

in Porgy and Bess and appeared in the documentary film Before Stonewall. 

Thomas H. wirth is an independent scholar, rare book collector, and 

publisher who worked for twenty-five years as a senior staff representative 

for the American Federation of Teachers’ AFL-CIO union. He has a Ph.D. 

in chemistry from California Technical Institute and has taught at a 

variety of colleges, including South Carolina State University, Southern 

University, Mary Holmes College, and Richard Stockton College of New 

Jersey. 

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES/GAY & LESBIAN STUDIES 

304 pages, 78 illustrations (including 16 pages in color) 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2913-1 

paper, $24.95tr/£i8.95 

isbn 0-8223-2886-0 

library cloth, $74-95/£57.oo 

JUNE 

COVER DRAWING FOR FIRE!! BY AARON 

DOUGLAS, 1926 

RICHARD BRUCE NUGENT. 1982, PHOTO BY THOMAS H. WIRTH 

“The list of gay and lesbian African Americans is impressive 

and long, but it is surely headed by Bruce Nugent.... [Wirth] 

does us an immeasurable favor by bringing together this col¬ 

lection of Nugent’s poems, stories, essays, and visual art, along 

with a biographical sketch and a thoughtful interpretation. 

One of the key figures in both the creative world of the 

Harlem Renaissance and the complex underground world 

of gay culture, Bruce Nugent at last speaks here for himself.” 

—from the Foreword by Henry Louis Gates Jr. 

“Nugent is one of the best-known unknowns of the Harlem 

Renaissance—widely quoted by its chroniclers and revered by 

people interested in black gay history. By restoring his place 

in history and making his work widely available for scrutiny, 

this book performs an invaluable service. Wirth’s introduc¬ 

tion also provides an extraordinary tour of the gay side of the 

Renaissance and vivid glimpses of bohemian life in Harlem 

and the arts circles Nugent moved in.”—George Chauncey, 

author of Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the 

Making of the Gay Male World 
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Hong Kong Art 
Culture and Decolonization 

DAVID CLARKE 

WONG WOBIK, “ICE SKATING, LAI YUEN AMUSEMENT PARK.' 1997, PHOTO COURTESY OF THE 

ARTIST 

Hong Kong Artis the first comprehensive survey of contemporary art 

from Hong Kong presented within the changing social and political 

context of the territory’s 1997 handover from British to Chinese sover¬ 

eignty. Tracing a distinctive and increasingly vibrant art scene from the 

late 1960s through the present, David Clarke discusses a wide range of 

media, including painting, sculpture, photography, video, and installa¬ 

tions, as well as other kinds of visual production such as architecture, 

fashion, graphic design, and graffiti. 

Clarke shows how a sense of local identity emerged in Hong Kong as 

the transition approached and found expression in the often politi¬ 

cized art produced. Given the recent international exposure of main¬ 

land Chinese contemporary art, this book considers the uniqueness 

of the art of China’s most cosmopolitan city. With a modern visual 

culture that was flourishing even when the People’s Republic was still 

closed to the outside world, Hong Kong has established itself as an 

exemplary site for both local and transnational elements to formulate 

into brilliant and groundbreaking art. 

The author writes about individual artists and art works with a detail 

that will appeal to artists, curators, and art historians, as well as to 

postcolonial scholars, cultural studies scholars, and others. 

david Clarke is Associate Professor of Fine Arts at the University 

of Hong Kong. He is the author of Modern Art: A Graphic Guide; 

The Influences of Oriental Thought on Postwar American Painting and 

Sculpture; Art and Place: Essays on Art from a Hong Kong Perspective; 

and Modern Chinese Art. 

ART/ASIAN STUDIES 

224 pages, 135 photos (including 37 in color) 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2920-4 

paper, $27.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-2905-0 

library cloth, $79.95 

FEBRUARY 

Rights: North America 

OSCAR HO, "ANECDOTE ABOUT CHINESE DRESS," 1997. COURTESY OF THE ARTIST 
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Shades of White 
White Kids and Racial Identities in High School 

PAMELA PERRY 

What does it mean to be young, American, and white at the dawn 

of the twenty-first century? By exploring this question and revealing 

the everyday social processes by which high schoolers define white 

identities, Pamela Perry offers much-needed insights into the social 

construction of race and whiteness among youth. 

Through ethnographic research and in-depth interviews of students 

in two demographically distinct U.S. high schools—one suburban 

and predominantly white; the other urban, multiracial, and minority 

white—Perry shares students’ candor about race and self-identifica¬ 

tion. By examining the meanings students attached (or didn’t attach) 

to their social lives and everyday cultural practices, including their 

taste in music and clothes, she shows that the ways white students 

defined white identity were not only markedly different between 

the two schools but were considerably diverse and ambiguous within 

them as well. Challenging reductionist notions of whiteness and 

white racism, this study suggests how we might go “beyond whiteness” 

to new directions in antiracist activism and school reform. 

Shades of White is emblematic of an emerging second wave of white¬ 

ness studies that focuses on the racial identity of whites. It will appeal 

to scholars and students of anthropology, sociology, and cultural 

studies, as well as to those involved with high school education and 

antiracist activities. 

PAMELA perry is Assistant Professor of Community Studies at 

the University of California, Santa Cruz. 
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6x9 trim size 
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isbn 0-8223-2877-1 

library cloth, $54.95/£4i.95 
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“In an overwhelmingly white country, being white used to be seen as 

just being part of the majority, just a normal American. But how will 

our children think about it in schools where they will increasingly 

confront more and more students of other racial and ethnic identi¬ 

ties? This book offers a sensitive and fascinating exploration of that 

question from the state at the cusp of that demographic revolution, 

California. Perry frames vital issues of integration and equity that 

demand leadership from the nation’s educators not just for the sake 

of minority students but to prepare whites to become a successful 

minority in a workable multiracial society.”—Gary Orfield, Harvard 

University 

PHOTO BY BRIAN MCCULLOUGH 
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Rock Over the Edge 
Transformations in Popular Music Culture 

ROGER BEEBE, DENISE FULBROOK, 

& BEN SAUNDERS, EDITORS 

This collection brings new voices and new perspectives to the study 

of popular—and particularly rock—music. Focusing on a variety of 

artists and music forms, Rock Over the Edge asks what happens to rock 

criticism when rock is no longer a coherent concept. To work toward 

an answer, contributors investigate previously neglected genres and 

styles, such as “lo fi,” alternative-country, and “rock en espanol,” 

while offering a fresh look at such familiar figures as Elvis Presley, 

the Beatles, and Kurt Cobain. 

Bridging the disciplines of musicology and cultural studies, the collec¬ 

tion confronts two primary issues: how best to speak of what we hear, 

and whether hearing itself can be understood as both a cultural contin¬ 

gent and a creative activity. The editors’ introduction provides a back¬ 

ward glance at rock criticism and also looks to the future of the rapidly 

expanding discipline of popular music studies. Taking seriously the 

implications of critical theory for the study of non-literary aesthetic 

endeavors, the volume also addresses such issues as the affective power 

of popular music and the psychic construction of fandom. 

Rock Over the Edge will appeal to scholars and students in popular 

music studies and American studies as well as general readers inter¬ 

ested in popular music. 

Contributors. Ian Balfour, Roger Beebe, Michael Coyle, Robert Fink, 

Denise Fulbrook, Tony Grajeda, Lawrence Grossberg, Trent Hill, 

Josh Kun, Jason Middleton, Lisa Ann Parks, Ben Saunders, John J. 

Sheinbaum, Gayle Wald, Warren Zanes 

ROGER beebe is Assistant Professor of Film and Media Studies at 

the University of Florida, denise fulbrook is Visiting Assistant 

Professor of English at Duke University, ben SAUNDERS is Assistant 

Professor of English at the University of Oregon. 
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Hop on Pop 
The Politics and Pleasures of Popular Culture 

HENRY JENKINS, TARA MCPHERSON, 

6 JANE SHATTUC, EDITORS 

Hop on Pop showcases the work of a new generation of scholars—from 

fields such as media studies, literature, cinema, and cultural studies— 

whose writing has been informed by their ongoing involvement with 

popular culture, and who draw insight from their lived experiences as 

critics, fans, and consumers, as well as from their deep political com¬ 

mitment to a new kind of populist grassroots politics. Reworking tradi¬ 

tional scholarly language, they search for new ways to write about our 

complex and compelling engagements with the politics and pleasures 

of popular culture. 

These essays cover a lively and wide array of subjects including pro 

wrestling, the computer games Myst and Doom, soap operas, baseball 

card collecting, the Tour de France, karaoke, lesbian desire in the 

Wizard ofOz, Internet fandom for the series Babylon 5, and the stress- 

management industry. Broader themes examined include the origins 

of popular culture, the aesthetics and politics of performance, and the 

social and cultural processes by which objects and practices are deemed 

tasteful or tasteless. The commitment that binds the contributors is 

to an emergent perspective in cultural studies, one that engages with 

popular culture as the culture that “sticks to the skin,” that becomes 

so much a part of us that it becomes increasingly difficult to examine 

it from a distance. By refusing to deny or rationalize their own often 

contradictory identifications with popular culture, the contributors 

ensure that the volume as a whole reflects the immediacy and vibrancy 

of its objects of study. 

Contributors. John Bloom, Gerry Bloustien, Aniko Bodroghkozy, 

Diane Brooks, Peter A. Chvany, Elana Crane, Alexander Doty, Rob 

Drew, Stephen Duncombe, Nicholas M. Evans, Eric Freedman, Joy 

Van Fuqua, Tony Grajeda, Kathleen Green, John Hartley, Heather 

Hendershot, Henry Jenkins, Eithne Johnson, Louis Kaplan, Maria 

Koundoura, Sharon Mazer, Anna McCarthy, Tara McPherson, Angela 

Ndalianis, Edward R. O’Neill, Catherine Palmer, Roberta Pearson, 

Elayne Rapping, Eric Schaefer, Jane Shattuc, Greg M. Smith, Ellen 

Strain, Matthew Tinkcom, William Uricchio, Amy Villarejo, Robyn 

R. Warhol, Charles E. Weigh Alan Wexelblat, Pamela Robertson 

Wojcik, Nabeel Zuberi 

henry ienkins is Professor of Literature and Director of the 

Comparative Media Studies Program at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology, tara mcpherson is Assistant Professor of Cinema 

and Television at the University of Southen California, jane shattuc 

is Associate Professor of Visual and Media Arts at Emerson College. 
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Mad Toy 

ROBERTO ARLT 

Translated and Introduced by Michele McKay Aynesworth 

Roberto Arlt (1900-1942), celebrated in Argentina for his tragicomic, 

punch-in-the-jaw writing during the 1920s and 1930s, was a forerunner 

of Latin American “boom” and “postboom” novelists such as Gabriel 

Garcia Marquez and Isabel Allende. Mad Toy, Arlt’s most acclaimed 

novel, takes place against the chaotic background of Buenos Aires in 

the early twentieth century. Set in the badlands of adolescence, where 

acts of theft and betrayal become metaphors for creativity, Mad Toy is 

equal parts pulp fiction, realism, detective story, expressionist drama, 

and creative memoir. 

An immigrant son of a German father and an Italian mother, Arlt as 

a youth was poor, often hungry, and dropped out of school in the third 

grade. In Mad Toy he brings his personal experience to bear on the 

fives of his characters. Published in 1926 as El Juguete Rabioso, the novel 

follows the adventures of Silvio Astier, a poverty-striken and frustrated 

youth who is drawn to gangs and a fife of petty crime. As Silvio strug¬ 

gles to bridge the gap between exuberant imagination and the sordid 

reality around him, he becomes fascinated with weapons, explosives, 

vandalism, and thievery, despite a desperate desire to rise above his 

origins. Flavored with a dash of romance, a hint of allegory, and a 

healthy dose of irony, the novel’s language varies from the cultured 

idiom of the narrator to the dialects and street slang of its many 

colorful characters. 

Mad Toy has appeared in numerous Spanish editions and has been 

adapted for the stage and for film. It is the second of Arlt’s novels to 

be translated into English. 

roberto arlt (1900-1942) was an Argentinian who published 

numerous plays and novels during his lifetime, michele mckay 

aynesworth is Assistant Professor of English at Huston-Tillotson 

College in Austin, Texas. 
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ROBERTO ARLT 

“With a novel such as Mad Toy, brimming with fantasy and 

romance, yet pulling the rug out from under the protagonist— 

and the reader—at every turn, it seems clear that Arlt’s pur¬ 

pose is not just to tell a good story. Along the way, he also 

illustrates the uses of fantasy and humor. Fantasy, transform¬ 

ing the sordid into the beautiful, makes fife seem sweeter; 

humor, exposing the illusions of fantasy, makes wisdom 

tolerable.”—from the Introduction 

“Arlt’s influence on figures like Borges, Cortazar, Onetti, and 

Piglia is substantial—and equally so are his literary reverbera¬ 

tions today, w'hen his grim, sordid view’ of fife seems to speak 

louder than ever before.”—llan Stavans 
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Disciplining Feminism 
From Social Activism to Academic Discourse 

ELLEN MESSER-DAVIDOW 

How was academic feminism formed by the very institutions it origi¬ 

nally set out to transform? This is the question Ellen Messer-Davidow 

seeks to answer in Disciplining Feminism. Launched thirty years ago 

as a bold venture to cut across disciplines and bridge the gap between 

scholarly knowledge and social activism, feminism in the academy, 

the author argues, is now entrenched in its institutional structures and 

separated from national political struggle. 

Working within a firm theoretical framework and drawing on years of 

both personal involvement and fieldwork in and outside of academe, 

Messer-Davidow traces the metamorphosis of a once insurgent project 

in three steps. After illustrating how early feminists meshed their 

activism with institutional processes to gain footholds on campuses and 

in disciplinary associations, she turns to the relay between institutional¬ 

ization and intellectualization, examining the way feminist studies 

coalesced into an academic field beginning in the mid-1970s. Without 

denying the successes of this feminist passage into the established 

system of higher learning, Messer-Davidow nonetheless insists that the 

process of institutionalization itself necessarily alters all new entrants— 

no matter how radical. Her final chapters look to the future of feminism 

in an increasingly conservative environment and to the possibilities for 

social change in general. 

Disciplining Feminism’s interdisciplinary scope and cross-sector analysis 

will attract a broad range of readers interested in women’s studies, 

American higher education, and the dynamics of social transformation. 

ellen messer-davidow is Associate Professor of English at the 

University of Minnesota, as well as on the faculty of the Women’s 

Studies Department, the Center for Advanced Feminist Studies, the 

Program in American Studies, and the Department of Cultural Studies 

& Comparative Literature. She is the coeditor of several books, includ¬ 

ing (En)Gendering Knowledge: Feminists in Academe and Knowledges: 

Flistorical and Critical Studies in Disciplinarity. 
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“Disciplining Feminism is the first study to offer a historical 

account and a theoretically informed explanation of how 

feminism became eviscerated from its originating political 

and community roots as it gained legitimacy within the key 

institutions of academia. It thus untangles three of the most 

crucial problems facing the academy today. First, it explodes 

the simple-minded truism that feminism naively got co-opted 

by the awards and perks of academic success. Second, it 

makes clear how the ‘disciplining’ of feminist inquiry made 

academic feminism vulnerable to the escalating organized 

attacks from the conservative Right. And, finally, it offers 

a compelling set of strategies for making social change.” 

—Annette Kolodny, author of Failing the Future: A Dean 

Looks at Higher Education in the Twenty-first Century 
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CULTURAL STUDIES 

Learning Places: 

The Afterlives of Area Studies 

MASAO MIYOSHI & HARRY HAROOTUNIAN, EDITORS 

Under globalization, the project 

of area studies and its relation¬ 

ship to the fields of cultural, 

ethnic, and gender studies has 

grown more complex and more 

in need of the rigorous reexami¬ 

nation that this volume and its 

distinguished contributors 

undertake. In the aftermath of 

World War II, area studies were 

created in large part to supply 

information on potential ene¬ 

mies of the United States. The 

essays in Learning Places argue, 

however, that the post-Cold 

War era has seen these programs 

largely degenerate into little 

more than public relations firms 

for the areas they research. 

A tremendous amount of 

money flows—particularly 

within the sphere of East Asian 

studies, the contributors 

claim—from foreign agencies 

and governments to U.S. uni¬ 

versities to underwrite courses 

on their histories and societies. 

In the process, this volume 

argues, such funds have gone 

beyond support to the wholesale 

subsidization of students in 

graduate programs, threatening 

the very integrity of research 

agendas. Native authority has 

been elevated to a position of 

primacy; Asian-born academics 

are presumed to be definitive 

commentators in Asian studies, 

for example. Area studies, the 

contributors believe, has out¬ 

lived the original reason for its 

construction. 

The essays in this volume exam¬ 

ine particular topics such as the 

the development of cultural 

studies and hyphenated studies 

(such as African-American, 

Asian-American, Mexican- 

American) in the context of the 

failure of area studies, the cor¬ 

poratization of the contempo¬ 

rary university, the prehistory 

of postcolonial discourse, and 

the problematic impact of 

unformulated political goals 

on international activism. 

Learning Places points to the 

necessity, the difficulty, and the 

possibility in higher education 
JEFFREY W. GOIL. "MERE SCRAPS OF PAPER.' MIXED MEDIA. 1997, ARTWORK COURTESY OF THE ARTIST 

“Area studies is in crisis, seemingly rendered marginal and anachronis¬ 

tic in a globalizing world. Yet, paradoxically, knowledge of histories, 

geographies, cultures, ecologies and geopolitical tensions has become 

crucial if the public is to understand the dangers as well as the 

promises of globalization. Miyoshi and Harootunian here assemble 

a talented group of scholars to probe deeply into this contradiction. 

They convincingly argue that area studies needs to be completely 

revamped if not dissolved into new knowledge structures within the 

academy if it is to fulfill its mission.”—David Harvey, author of Spaces 

of Hope and Spaces of Capital 

of breaking free from an 

entrenched Cold War narrative 

and making the study of a specific 

area part of the agenda of educa¬ 

tion generally. The book will 

appeal to all whose research has 

a local component, as well as 

to those interested in the future 

course of higher education gener¬ 

ally. 

Contributors. Paul A. Bove, Rey 

Chow, Bruce Cumings, James A. 

Fujii, Harry Harootunian, Masao 

Miyoshi, Tetsuo Najita, Richard 

H. Okada, Benita Parry, Moss 

Roberts, Bernard S. Silberman, 

Stefan Tanaka, Rob Wilson, Sylvia 

Yanagisako, Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto 

masao miyoshi is Professor 

of Literature at the University 

of California, San Diego, harry 

harootunian is Professor of 

East Asian Studies at New York 

University. They are coauthors 

of Postmodernism and Japan and 

Japan in the World, both pub¬ 

lished by Duke University Press. 
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Parables for the Virtual: 

Movement, Affect, Sensation 

BRIAN MASSUMI 

Although the body has been the focus of much contemporary cultural 

theory, the models that are typically applied neglect the most salient 

characteristics of embodied existence—movement, affect, and sensa¬ 

tion—in favor of concepts derived from linguistic theory. In Parables 

for the Virtual Brian Massumi views the body and media, such as tele¬ 

vision, film, and the Internet, as cultural formations that operate on 

multiple registers of sensation beyond the reach of the reading tech¬ 

niques founded on the standard rhetorical and semiotic models. 

Renewing and assessing William James’s radical empiricism and Henri 

Bergson’s philosophy of perception through the filter of the post-war 

French philosophy of Deleuze, Guattari, and Foucault, Massumi links 

a cultural logic of variation to questions of movement, affect, and sen¬ 

sation. If such concepts are as fundamental as signs and significations, 

he argues, then a new set of theoretical issues appear, and with them 

potential new paths for the wedding of scientific and cultural theory. 

Replacing the traditional opposition of literal and figural with new dis¬ 

tinctions between stasis and motion and between actual and virtual, 

Parables for the Virtual tackles related theoretical issues by applying 

them to cultural mediums as diverse as architecture, body art, the digi¬ 

tal art of Stelarc, and Ronald Reagan’s acting career. The result is an 

intriguing combination of cultural theory, 

science, and philosophy that asserts itself in a crystalline and multi¬ 

faceted argument. 

“This is an extraordinary work of scholarship and thought, the 

most thorough-going critique and reformulation of the culture 

doctrine that I have read in years. Massumi’s prose has a dazzling 

and sometimes cutting clarity and yet he bites into very big issues. 

People will be reading and talking about Parables for the Virtual 

for a long time to come."—Meaghan Morris, author of Too Soon 

Too Late: History in Popular Culture 

Parables for the Virtual will interest students and scholars of 

continental and Anglo-American philosophy, cultural stud¬ 

ies, cognitive science, electronic art, digital culture, and chaos 

theory, as well as those concerned with the “science wars” 

and the relation between the humanities and the sciences 

in general. 

BRIAN MASSUMI is Associate Professor of Communication 

at the Universite de Montreal. He is the author of A User’s 

Guide to Capitalism and Schizophrenia: Deviations from 

Deleuze and Guattari and First and Last Emperors: The 

Absolute State and the Body of the Despot. 
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CULTURAL STUDIES 

Cosmopolitanism 

CAROL A. BRECKENRIDGE, SHELDON POLLOCK, 

HOMI K. BHABHA, & DIPESH CHAKRABARTY, EDITORS 

As the final installment of Public Culture’s Millennial Quartet, 

Cosmopolitanism addresses the question of whether cosmopolitanism— 

ways of thinking, feeling, and acting beyond one’s particular society— 

is simply the universalism of a Western particular. With contributions 

from distinguished scholars in disciplines such as literary studies, art 

history, South Asian studies, and anthropology, this volume recenters 

the theory and history of translocal political aspirations and cultural 

ideas from the traditional Western vantage point to areas outside 

Europe, such as South Asia, China, and Africa. 

By examining new archives, framing new theoretical formulations, 

and suggesting new possibilities of political practice, the contributors 

actively expand the meaning of the term cosmopolitanism. On the one 

hand, cosmopolitanism may be taken to promise a form of supra- 

regional political solidarity, but on the other, these essays argue, it may 

erode precisely those cultural differences that derive their meaning 

from a particular place and tradition. Given that most cosmopolitan 

political formations—from the Roman imperium and European 

imperialism to contemporary globalization—have been coercive and 

unequal, can there be a noncoercive and egalitarian cosmopolitan 

politics? Finally, the volume demonstrates how cosmopolitanism may 

simultaneously promise a universalism of knowledge and an unwar¬ 

ranted generalization of a European idea or practice. 

Contributors. Ackbar Abbas, Arjun Appadurai, Homi K. Bhabha, T. K. 

Biaya, Carol A. Breckenridge, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Mamadou Diouf, 

Wu Hung, Walter D. Mignolo, Sheldon Pollock 

PHOTO BY OUSMANE NDIAYE DAGO 

carol A. breckenridge is Senior Lecturer of South Asian 

Languages and Civilizations at the University of Chicago and 

founding editor of Public Culture, sheldon pollock is 

George V. Bobrinskoy Professor of Sanskrit and Indie Studies 

at the University of Chicago, homi K. bhabha is Professor 

of English at Harvard Univesity. dipesh chakrabarty is 

Professor of South Asian Languages and Civilizations at the 

University of Chicago. 
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Also in the Millennial Quartet 

Globalization 

Arjun Appadurai, editor 

2001 

0-8223-2723-6 

paper $22.95/£i7.5o 

Millennial Capitalism and 

the Culture of Neoliberalism 

Jean Comaroff and 

John L. Comaroff, editors 

2001 

0-8223-2715-5 

paper $2i.95/£i6.95 

Alternative Modernities 

Dilip Parameshwar 

Gaonkar, editor 

2001 

0-8223-2714-7 

paper $2i.95/£l6.95 
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Essay on Exoticism: 
An Aesthetics of Diversity 

VICTOR SEGALEN 

Translated and Edited by Yael Rachel Schlick 

Foreword by Harry Harootunian 

The “Other”—source of fear and fascination; emblem of difference 

demonized and romanticized. Theories of alterity and cultural diver¬ 

sity abound in the contemporary academic landscape. Victor Segalen’s 

early attempt to theorize the exotic is a crucial reference point for all 

discussions of alterity, diversity, and ethnicity. 

Written over the course of fourteen years between 1904 and 1918, at 

the height of the age of imperialism, Essay on Exoticism encompasses 

Segalen’s attempts to define “true exoticism.” This concept, he hoped, 

would not only replace nineteenth-century notions of exoticism that 

he considered tawdry and romantic, but also redirect his contempo¬ 

raries’ propensity to reduce the exotic to the “colonial.” His critique 

envisions a societal mechanism that appreciates cultural difference— 

which it would posit as an aesthetic and ontological value—rather 

than assimilating it: “Exoticism’s power is nothing other than the 

ability to conceive otherwise,” he writes. 

Segalen’s pioneering work on otherness anticipates and informs 

much of the current postcolonial critique of colonial discourse. As 

such Essay on Exoticism is essential reading for both cultural theorists 

and those with an interest in the politics of difference and diversity. 

victor SEGALEN (1878-1919) was a French poet, novelist, archaeolo¬ 

gist, and cultural analyst. yaEl RACHEL schlick is Adjunct Professor 

of English at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. 
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Situatedness, or, 
Why We Keep Saying Where We’re Coming From 

DAVID SIMPSON 

“Let me tell you where I'm coming from ...”—so begins many a discus¬ 

sion in contemporary U.S. culture. Pressed by an almost compulsive 

desire to situate ourselves within a definite matrix of reference points 

(for example, “as a parent of two children” or “as an engineer” or “as 

a college graduate”) in both scholarly inquiry and everyday parlance, 

we seem to reject adamantly the idea of a universal human subject. 

Yet what does this rhetoric of 

self-affiliation tell us? What is 

its history? David Simpson’s 

Situatedness casts a critical eye 

on this currently popular form 

of identification, suggesting that, 

far from being a simple turn 

of phrase, it demarcates a whole 

structure of thinking. 

Simpson traces the rhetorical 

syndrome through its truly 

interdisciplinary genealogy. 

Discussing its roles within the 

fields of legal theory, social 

science, fiction, philosophy, 

and ethics, he argues that the 

discourse of situatedness consists 

of a volatile fusion of modesty 

and aggressiveness. It oscillates, in other words, between accepting 

complete causal predetermination and advocating personal agency and 

responsibility. Simpson’s study neither fully rejects nor endorses the 

present-day language of self-specification. Rather it calls attention to 

the limitations and opportunities of situatedness—a notion whose 

ideological slippage it ultimately sees as allowing late-capitalist liberal 

democracies to function. 

Given its wide scope and lively rendering, Situatedness will attract a 

range of scholars in the humanities and legal studies. It will also interest 

all those for whom the politics of subjectivity pose real problems of 

authority, identity, and belief. 

David SIMPSON is G.B. Needham Fellow and Professor of English 

at the University of California, Davis. His previous books include The 

Politics of American English and The Academic Postmodern and the Rule 

of Literature. 
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CULTURAL STUDIES 

Percussion: 
Drumming, Beating, Striking 

JOHN MOWITT 

Queer Tourism: 
Geographies of 
Globalization 

JASBIR KAUR PUAR, 

SPECIAL ISSUE EDITOR 

Percussion is an attempt—in the 

author’s words—to make sense 

of “senseless beating,” to under¬ 

stand how rhythm produces 

meaning in music and in life. 

Both a scholar and a former 

professional drummer, John 

Mowitt forges a striking 

encounter between cultural 

studies and new musicology, 

seeking to expose the “percus¬ 

sive field” through which beat¬ 

ing—specifically the backbeat 

that defines early rock-and- 

roll—comes to matter for raced, 

urban subjects. 

For Mowitt, percussion is both 

a bodily experience—making 

sense of life by touching and 

playing with the limit of embod¬ 

iment, the skin—and a vitalizing 

agent for critical theory itself. 

He examines drumming and 

beating as musical practice 

(musicological meaning), as the 

channeling of violence or shock 

(sociological meaning), and as 

a subjective, embodied agent 

(psychoanalytic meaning). In 

the process he focuses on such 

topics as the separation of slaves 

from their drums, the migration 

of blacks to urban centers in the 

North, E.P. Thompson’s work 

on “rough music,” Althusserian 

interpellation and Lacanian 

repudiation, and psychoanalytic 

discourse on the “skin ego.” 

DETAIL FROM "BROTHER DAWUD" BY RAY DUFFEY, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST 

Percussion makes an important 

contribution to cultural studies, 

popular and critical musicol¬ 

ogy, the theorization of the 

body, and the sociology of 

music. It will interest students 

of music and cultural theory 

as well as general readers inter¬ 

ested in the history of music, 

rock-and-roll, and music 

theory. 

JOHN MOWITT is Professor 

of Cultural Studies and 

Comparative Literature at 

the University of Minnesota. 

He is the author of Text: The 

Genealogy of an Antidisciplinary 

Object, also published by Duke 

University Press. 
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A Special Issue of GLQ 

Over the last several decades, 

queer sexualities, tourism industry 

marketing, tourist practices, 

and consumption patterns have 

converged to produce burgeoning 

oudets for the mobility of queer 

subjects. In the first collection 

ever devoted to scholarly articles 

on queer tourism, this special 

double issue of GLQ highlights 

the connections between political 

economy and sexuality and 

contributes to an emerging body 

of literature on queer sexualities 

and globalization. 

Essays explore a range of geo¬ 

graphical areas and cover topics 

that include an autoethnographic 

account of a queer traveler in 

Cuba, the development of gay 

and lesbian tourism in Madrid 

and Mexico, and gay and lesbian 

tourist events such as World Pride 

2001 in Rome. The collection also 
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includes an essay focusing 

exclusively on lesbian 

tourism—a study of the 

history of lesbian tourism 

in Eresos, Lesvos. 

Contributors. Lionel Cantu, 

Gabriel Giorgi, Venetia Kantsa, 

Lawrence La Fountain-Stokes, 

Michael Luongo, Kevin 

Markwell, Jasbir Kaur Puar, 

Dereka Rushbrook 

JASBIR KAUR PUAR is 

Assistant Professor of Women’s 

and Gender Studies and 

of Geography at Rutgers 

University. 

GAY & LESBIAN STUDIES 

Vol. 8, Nos. 1 & 2 

258 pages, 17 b&w photos 

isbn 0-8223-6516-2 

paper, $i8.oo/£i3.95 

AVAILABLE 

New Imaginaries 

DILIP PARAMESHWAR GAONKAR 

& BENJAMIN LEE, SPECIAL ISSUE EDITORS 

A special issue o/Public Culture 

How do ordinary people identify themselves as part of a 

group? By what means do they express a largely unspoken 

understanding of themselves in society? This special issue on 

new social imaginaries examines emergent forms of solidarity 

and collective identity in a global context. The essays explore 

how local cultural forms and global social movements con¬ 

tribute to the making and unmaking of imagined collective 

identities. 

Contributors to this collection include major voices in the 

fields of philosophy, critical literature, sociology, anthropol¬ 

ogy, and communication studies. The articles consider 

how people conceive of and categorize themselves as part of 

a cohesive group under the multiple rubrics of the public and 

counterpublic, nation, ethnos, civilization, genealogy, democ¬ 

racy, and the market. Many of the essays are situated in 

specific national and cultural sites such as Africa, Australia, 

eighteenth-century England, the European Union, India, 

and Turkey. Others examine the intersections of global finan¬ 

cial markets and democratic institutions. 

As a whole, New Imaginaries suggests a new way of synthesiz¬ 

ing economic, political, and cultural approaches to social life. 

Contributors. Arjun Appadurai, Craig Calhoun, Dilip 

Parameshwar Gaonkar, Niliifer Gole, Benjamin Lee, 

Edward LiPuma, Achille Mbembe, Mary Poovey, Elizabeth 

A. Povinelli, Charles Taylor, Michael Warner 

DILIP PARAMESHWAR GAONKAR and BENJAMIN LEE are 

Codirectors of the Center for Transcultural Studies. Gaonkar 

is also Associate Professor of Speech Communication at 

Northwestern University. Lee is Professor of Anthropology 

at Rice University. 

CULTURAL STUDIES/ANTHROPOLOGY 

Vol. 14, No. 1 

280 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6521-9 

paper, $i2.oo/£9.50 

FEBRUARY 
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NEXT WAVE SERIES 

Announcing the Inauguration of 

Next Wave: 

New Directions in Women's Studies 

A SERIES EDITED BY INDERPAL GREWAL, 

CAREN KAPLAN, AND ROBYN WIEGMAN 

This series provides a forum for feminist scholarship that negoti¬ 

ates the transformations in intellectual scope, theory, and 

method that have altered the horizons of women’s studies for the 

new century. Next Wave books firmly reassess feminist interdisci¬ 

plinarity; emphasize the transnational study of women; reformu¬ 

late historical and genealogical gender studies in relation to race, 

class, sexuality, religion, ethnicity, and nationality; and destabi¬ 

lize the division between humanistic and scientific knowledges in 

the study of women and gender. 

By bringing together scholarship that works to resignify women's 

studies as a field, the Next Wave series will help develop new 

paradigms, lexicons, and critical contexts for understanding the 

scope and challenge of interdisciplinary identity studies for 

the organization of knowledge and power in the contemporary 

university. 

Forthcoming Fall 2002 

Women’s Studies On Its Own: 

A Next Wave Reader in Institutional Change 

ROBYN WIEGMAN, EDITOR 

No More Separate Spheres! 
A Next Wave American Studies Reader 

CATHY N. DAVIDSON & JESSAMYN HATCHER, EDITORS 

No More Separate Spheres! challenges the limitations of thinking 

about nineteenth-century American culture within the narrow rubric 

of “male public” and “female private” spheres. With provocative 

essays by an array of cutting-edge critics with diverse viewpoints, this 

collection examines the separate spheres binary that has malingered 

unexamined in feminist criticism, American literary studies, and 

debates on the public sphere. It exemplifies new ways of analyzing 

gender, breaks through old paradigms, and offers a primer on feminist 

thinking for the twenty-first century. 

Using American literary studies as a way to talk about changing 

categories of analysis, these essays discuss the work of such major 

authors as Catharine Sedgwick, Herman Melville, Pauline E. Hopkins, 

Frederick Douglass, Ralph Waldo Emerson, W. E. B. DuBois, 

Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Maria Ampara Ruiz de Burton. No More 

Separate Spheres! shows scholars and students different ways that 

gender can be approached and incorporated into literary interpreta¬ 

tions. Feisty and provocative, it provides a forceful analysis of the 

limitations of any theory of gender that applies only to women, and 

urges suspicion of any argument that posits “woman” as a universal 

or uniform category. 

By bringing together essays from the influential special issue of 

American Literature of the same name, a number of classic essays, and 

several new pieces commissioned for this volume, No More Separate 

Spheres! will make the ideal teaching tool, providing a key supplemen¬ 

tary text for the American literature classroom. 

Contributors. Jose F. Aranda Jr., Lauren Berlant, Cathy N. Davidson, 

Judith Fetterley, Jessamyn Hatcher, Amy Kaplan, Linda K. Kerber 

Dana D. Nelson, Christopher Newfield, You-me Park, Marjorie Pryse, 

Elizabeth Renker, Ryan Schneider, Melissa Solomon, Siobhan 

Somerville, Gayle Wald, Maurice Wallace 

cathy N. Davidson is Vice Provost for Interdisciplinary Studies 

and Ruth F. Devarney Professor of English at Duke University. 

jessamyn hatcher is a graduate student in the Department 

of English at Duke University. 

WOMEN’S STUDIES/AMERICAN STUDIES 

Next Wave 

448 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2893-3 

paper, $2i.95/£i6.95 

isbn 0-8223-2878-x 

library cloth, $64.95/£49-95 

may 
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COURTESY OF WISCONSIN LAND TENURE CENTER 

Partners in Conflict: 
The Politics of Gender, Sexuality, and Labor 
in the Chilean Agrarian Reform, 1950-1973 

HEIDI TINSMAN 

Partners in Conflict examines the importance of sexuality and gender to 

rural labor and agrarian politics during the last days of Chile’s latifundia 

system of traditional landed estates and throughout the governments 

of Eduardo Frei and Salvador Allende (1964-1973). Heidi Tinsman ana¬ 

lyzes differences between men’s and women’s participation in Chile’s 

Agrarian Reform movement and considers how conflicts over gender 

shape the contours of working-class struggles and national politics. 

Tinsman restores women to a scholarly narrative that has been almost 

exclusively about men, recounting the centrality of women’s labor to 

the pre-Agrarian Reform world of the hacienda during the 1950s and 

recovering women’s critical roles in union struggles and land occupa¬ 

tions during the Agrarian Reform itself. Providing a theoretical frame¬ 

work for understanding why the reform ultimately empowered men 

more than women, Tinsman argues that women were marginalized not 

because the movement ignored women but because, under both the 

Frei and Allende governments, it promoted the male-headed household 

as the cornerstone of a new society. Although its emphasis on gender 

cooperation stressed that men should have more respect for their wives 

and funneled unprecedented amounts of resources into women’s hands, 

the reform defined men as its protagonists and affirmed their authority 

over women. 

HEIDI tinsman is Assistant Professor of History at the University 

of California, Irvine. 

WOMEN'S STUDIES/LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY 

Next Wave 

352 pages, 25 b&w photos, 22 tables 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2922-0 

paper, $2i.95/£i6.95 

isbn 0-8223-2907-7 

library cloth, $64.95/£49.95 

AUGUST 

AMERICAN HISTORY 

Farm, Shop, Landing: 
The Rise of a Market Society 
in the Hudson Valley, 1780-1860 

MARTIN BRUEGEL 

At the turn of the nineteenth century, when the word “capital” 

first found its way into the vocabulary of Mid-Hudson Valley resi¬ 

dents, the term irrevocably marked the profound change that had 

transformed the region from an inward-looking, rural community 

into a part of an emerging market economy. In Farm, Shop, 

Landing Martin Bruegel turns his attention to the daily lives of 

merchants, artisans, and farmers who lived and worked along the 

Hudson River in the decades following the American Revolution 

to explain how the seeds of capitalism were spread on rural U.S. 

soil. 

Combining theoretical rigor with extensive archival research, 

Bruegel’s account diverges from other historiographies of nine¬ 

teenth-century economic development. It challenges the assump¬ 

tion that the coexistence of long-distance trade, private property, 

and entrepreneurial activity leads to one inescapable outcome: 

a market economy either wholeheartedly embraced or entirely 

rejected by its members. When Bruegel tells the story of farmer 

William Coventry struggling in the face of bad harvests, widow 

Mary Livingston battling her tenants, blacksmith Samuel Fowks 

perfecting the cast-iron plough, and Hannah Bushnell sending 

her butter to market, the so-called “market revolution” sheds 

its inevitability—as well as its anonymity. Here, the social conven¬ 

tions of a particular community, and the real struggles and 

hopes of individuals, actively mold the evolving economic order. 

Ultimately, then, Farm, Shop, Landing suggests that the process 

of modernization must be understood as the result of the simulta¬ 

neous and often contentious interplay of social and economic 

spheres. 

This study will appeal not only to historians and social scientists 

interested in the causes and consequences of social and economic 

change but also to general readers curious about the workings 

of everyday rural life in the first half of the nineteenth century. 

martin BRUEGEL is Charge de Recherche at the Laboratoire de 

Recherche on Consommation in the Departement d’Economie et 

Sociologie at the Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique 

at Ivry in Seine, France. 

AMERICAN HISTORY 

352 pages, 7 b&w photos, 23 tables, 3 maps 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2849-6 

paper, $2i.95/£i6.95 

isbn 0-8223-2835-6 

library cloth, $64.95^.49.95 

APRIL 
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AMERICAN STUDIES 

Constructing the Black Masculine: 
Identity and Ideality in African American Men’s 
Literature and Culture, 1775-1995 

MAURICE O. WALLACE 

Compositional 
Subjects: 
Enfiguring 
Asian/American 
Women 

LAURA HYUN YI KANG 

In seven representative episodes 

of black masculine literary 

and cultural history—from the 

founding of the first African 

American Masonic lodge in 1775 

to the 1990s choreographies of 

modern dance genius Bill T. 

Jones—Constructing the Black 

Masculine maps black men’s 

historical efforts to negotiate 

the frequently discordant rela¬ 

tionship between blackness and 

maleness in the cultural logic of 

American identity. Maurice O. 

Wallace draws on an impressive 

variety of material to investigate 

the survivalist strategies 

employed by black men who 

have had to endure the disjunc¬ 

tion between race and masculin¬ 

ity in American culture. 

Highlighting their chronic 

objectification under the gaze of 

white eyes, Wallace argues that 

black men suffer a social and 

representational crisis in being 

at once seen and unseen, fetish 

and phantasm, spectacle and 

shadow in the American racial 

imagination. Invisible and disre¬ 

garded on one hand, black men, 

perceived as potential threats to 

society, simultaneously face the 

reality of hyper-visibility and 

perpetual surveillance. Paying 

significant attention to the 

socio-technologies of vision 

and image production over 

two centuries, Wallace shows 

how African American men— 

as soldiers, Freemasons, and 

romantic heroes—have sought 

both to realize the ideal image 

of the American masculine 

subject and to deconstruct 

it in expressive mediums like 

modern dance, photography, 

JAMES BALDWIN. PHOTO BY SEOAT PAKAY 

and theater. Throughout, he 

also draws on the experiences 

and theories of such notable 

figures as Frederick Douglass, 

W. E. B. DuBois, Booker T. 

Washington, and James 

Baldwin. 

Combining literary theory, 

visual art theory, race and ethnic 

studies, psychoanalysis, and per¬ 

formance studies, this book will 

interest students and scholars 

of race, literature, gender stud¬ 

ies, and American history and 

culture. 

MAURICE O. WALLACE IS 

Assistant Professor of English, 

African Studies, and African 

American Studies at Duke 

University. 

AFRICAN AMERICAN 

STUDIES/GENDER STUDIES 

A John Hope Franklin 

Center Book 
240 pages, 17 b&w photos 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2869-0 

paper, $i8.95/£i4.5o 

isbn 0-8223-2854-2 

library cloth, $54-95/£4i-95 

JUNE 

In Compositional Subjects Laura 

Hyun Yi Kang explores the ways 

that Asian/American women 

have been figured by mutually 

imbricated modes of discipli- 

narity, representation, and 

knowledge production. Kang’s 

project is simultaneously inter¬ 

disciplinary scholarship at its 

best and a critique of the very 

disciplinary formations she 

draws upon. She shows how 

several disciplines—including 

literature and cinema studies, 

history, and the social sciences 

and political economy—medi¬ 

ate the parameters of knowledge 

about Asian/American women. 

Kang begins by showing how 

different disciplines construct 

the figure of the Asian/ 

American woman, each privi¬ 

leging different modes of sub¬ 

jection. She explores the issue 

of writing the self, studying 

the Asian/American woman 

as autobiographical presence 

through the vexed and volumi¬ 

nous writings about Maxine 

Hong Kingston’s book The 

Woman Warrior. Kang then 

turns to cinematic representa¬ 

tions of Asian/American 

women. She looks at three 

films where an Asian/American 

woman is the heroine and 

desired body, and then turns 

to the broader issue of repre¬ 

senting and interpreting Asian/ 

American women through 

distinctly American modes 

of cinematic production. 
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Racism and Cultural Studies: 
Critiques of Multiculturalist Ideology 
and the Politics of Difference 

E. SAN JUAN JR. 

Moving from cinema studies to 

history, Kang looks at the ways 

that the Asian/American woman 

emerged as a U.S. citizen over 

the past 150 years or so, reading 

immigration policies from the 

mid-nineteenth century through 

the present. She also reads 

several notable recent texts by 

social scientists interested in 

discourses about transnational 

assembly line work, sex tourism, 

and military prostitution; she 

finds that these texts tend to 

naturalize the very exploitation 

of the Asian women workers 

that they critique. 

Finally, Kang examines selected 

scholarly and artistic works by 

Korean women (living in Asia, 

the United States, and Canada) 

that acknowledge and actively 

engage with the fraught issues 

regarding identity and represen¬ 

tation that are explored 

throughout the book. 

LAURA HYUN YI KANG is 

Associate Professor of Women’s 

Studies and English & 

Comparative Literature at the 

University of California, Irvine. 

ASIAN AMERICAN 

STUDIES/WOMEN’S STUDIES 

344 pages 
6x9 trim size 
isbn 0-8223-2898-4 
paper, $i9.95/£i5.5o 
isbn 0-8223-2883-6 
library cloth, $59-95/£45.95 
JUNE 

BY AN ANONYMOUS ARTIST OF THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES OF THE PHILIPPINES 

In Racism and Cultural Studies 

E. San Juan Ir. offers a historical- 

materialist critique of practices 

in multiculturalism and cultural 

studies. Rejecting contemporary 

theories of inclusion as affirma¬ 

tions of the capitalist status quo, 

San Juan envisions a future of 

politically equal and economi¬ 

cally empowered citizens through 

the democratization of power 

and the socialization of property. 

Calling American nationalism the 

new “opium of the masses,” he 

argues that American nationalism 

is where racist ideas and practices 

are formed, refined, and repro¬ 

duced as common sense and 

consensus. 

Individual chapters engage the 

themes of ethnicity versus racism, 

gender inequality, sexuality, and 

the politics of identity configured 

with the discourse of postcolo- 

niality and postmodernism. 

Questions of institutional racism, 

social justice, democratization, 

and international power-rela¬ 

tions between the center and 

the periphery are surveyed and 

analyzed. San Juan also fashions 

a critique of dominant discipli¬ 

nary approaches in the humani¬ 

ties and social sciences and con¬ 

tends that “the racism question” 

functions as a catalyst and point 

of departure for cultural critiques 

based on a radical democratic 

vision. He also asks urgent ques¬ 

tions regarding globalization and 

the future of socialist transforma¬ 

tion of “third world” peoples 

and others who face oppression. 

As one of the most notable racial 

theorists in the United States 

today, San Juan presents a 

provocative challenge to the 

academy that will compel the 

attention of scholars in each of 

the disciplines in which race is 

a focus of concern. 

E. san JUAN JR. is a Fellow at 

the Center for the Humanities 

and Director of the Philippines 

Cultural Studies Center at 

Wesleyan University. Among 

his recent books are Beyond 

Postcolonial Theory; From Exile to 

Diaspora: The Filipino Experience 

in the United States; Hegemony 

and Strategies of Transgression; 

and After Postcolonialism. 

CULTURAL STUDIES/ 

AMERICAN STUDIES 

New Americanists 

440 pages 
6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2866-6 
paper, $24.95/£i8.95 
isbn 0-8223-2851-8 
library cloth, $74-95/£57.oo 
MARCH 



AMERICAN STUDIES 

JAMES DOBSON 

Lift High the Cross: 
Where White Supremacy and the 
Christian Right Converge 

ANN BURLEIN 

Both the Christian right and right-wing white supremacist groups 

aspire to overcome a culture they perceive as hostile to whites, fam¬ 

ilies, and heterosexuality. The family is threatened, they claim, by 

a secular humanist conspiracy that seeks to erase all memory of the 

nation’s Christian heritage by brainwashing its children through 

sex education, multiculturalism, and pop culture. In Lift High the 

Cross Ann Burlein looks at two groups that represent, in one case, 

the “hard” right, and in the other, the “soft” right—Pete Peters’s 

“Scriptures for America” and James Dobson’s “Focus on the 

Family”—in order to investigate the specific methods these groups 

rely on to appeal to their followers. 

Arguing that today’s right engenders its popularity not by overt 

bigotry or hatred but by focusing on people’s hopes for their chil¬ 

dren, Burlein finds a politics of grief at the heart of such rhetoric. 

While demonstrating how religious symbols, rituals, texts, and 

practices shape people’s memories and their investment in society, 

she shows how Peters and Dobson each construct counter-memo¬ 

ries for their followers that reffame their histories and identities— 

as well as their worlds—by reversing mainstream perspectives in 

ways that counter existing power relations. By employing the tech¬ 

niques of niche marketing, the politics of scandal, and the transfor¬ 

mation of political issues into “gut issues” and by remasculinizing 

the body politic, Burlein shows, such groups are able to move 

people into their realm of influence without requiring them to 

agree with all their philosophical, doctrinal, or political positions. 

Lift High the Cross will appeal to students and scholars of religion, 

American cultural studies, women’s studies, sociology, and gay and 

lesbian studies, as well as to non-specialists interested in American 

politics and, specifically, the right. 

ann burlein is Assistant Professor of Religion and Philosophy 

at Meredith College. 

AMERICAN STUDIES/RELIGION 

272 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2864-x 

paper, $i8.95/£i4.50 

isbn 0-8223-2837-2 

library cloth, $54.95/£4i.95 

MARCH 
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LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN STUDIES 

Wizards and Scientists: 
Explorations in Afro-Cuban 
Modernity and Tradition 

STEPHAN PALMIE 

In Wizards and Scientists Stephan Palmie offers a corrective to exist¬ 

ing historiography on the Caribbean, focusing on developments 

in Afro-Cuban religious culture to demonstrate that traditional 

Caribbean cultural practices are steeped in the same history that 

produced modernity and represent complex hybrid formations. 

Palmie argues that the standard narrative trajectory from tradition 

to modernity, and from passion to reason, is a violation of the syner¬ 

gistic processes through which cultures develop historically specific, 

moral communities. 

Highlighting the ways that Afro-Cuban discourses serve as means 

of moral analysis of social action, Palmie suggests that the irrational 

premises of religious structures not only rival Western rationality 

in analytical acumen but are integrally linked to rationality itself. 

Afro-Cuban religion is as “modern” as nuclear thermodynamics, 

he claims, just as the Caribbean might be regarded as one of the first 

truly “modern” locales: its plantation export economy and appropri¬ 

ation and destruction of human bodies for profit anticipated the 

industrial revolution in the metropolis by more than a century. 

Working to prove that modernity is not just an aspect of the West, 

he focuses on those whose physical abuse and intellectual denigra¬ 

tion was the price paid for modernity’s achievement. All cultures 

influenced by the transcontinental Atlantic economy share the 

legacy of slave commerce, and local forms of moral imagination 

have developed distinctive yet extremely interrelated responses 

to this violent past and contradiction-ridden postcolonial present. 

Wizards and Scientists will interest students and scholars of Cuba, the 

Caribbean, anthropology, religion, science studies, and modernity. 

stephan palmiE is Assistant Professor of Caribbean Studies at 

the University of Maryland. 

CARIBBEAN STUDlES/ANTHROPOLOGY 

400 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2842-9 

paper, $2i.95/£i6.95 

isbn 0-8223-2828-3 

library cloth, $64-95/£49.95 

FEBRUARY 

HARRY GRANT OLDS, -GAUCHO," 1901 

The Gaucho Genre: 
A Treatise on the Motherland 

JOSEFINA LUDMER 

Translated by Molly Weigel 

Hailed when first published in Spanish in 1988 as one of the best contem¬ 

porary examples of Latin American critical thought, Josefina Ludmer’s 

The Gaucho Genre portrays the emergence of gaucho poetry—which uses 

the voice of the cowboy of the Argentine pampas for political purposes— 

as an urgent encounter of popular and elite tradition, of subaltern and 

hegemonic discourses. Molly Weigel’s translation captures the original’s 

daringly innovative literary flavor, making available for the first time 

in English a book that opened a new arena in Latin American cultural 

history. 

While examining the formulation of the genre whose origins preexisted 

the consolidation of Argentina as a nation state but that gained signifi¬ 

cance only after the country's independence, Ludmer elucidates the 

relationship of literature to the state, as well as the complex positionings 

of gender within that struggle. The Gaucho Genre begins as a sociological 

investigation into “outsider” culture but quickly moves to close textual 

analyses of works by Hidalgo, Ascasubi, Del Campo, Hernandez, 

Sarmiento, and Borges. It ultimately culminates in the assertion that 

language, marked as it is by the collisions of high and low culture, 

constitutes the central issue of Latin American modernization. 

Extensive annotation renders this edition of Ludmer’s seminal study 

easily accessible for a North American audience. 

The Gaucho Genre’s far-reaching implications will make valuable reading 

for a varied audience. While teachers and students of Latin American 

literature and criticism will find it an important resource, it will also 

interest those concerned with the processes of nation-building or in 

the complex intersections of dominant and marginal voices. 

IOSEFINA ludmer is Professor of Latin American Literature at Yale 

University, molly weigel is a freelance writer, translator, and assess¬ 

ment specialist with the Educational Testing Service. 

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES/LITERARY CRITICISM 

272 pages 

6x9 trim size 

ISBN 0-8223-2844-5 

paper, $i8.95/£i4.50 

isbn 0-8223-2830-5 

library cloth, $54.95/£4i.95 
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LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN STUDIES 

Blood, Ink, and Culture: 
Miseries and Splendors 
of the Post-Mexican Condition 

ROGER BARTRA 

Translated by Mark Alan Healey 

Guns and pens, violence and 

writing. According to Roger 

Bartra, two sorts of culture— 

one of blood, one of ink—inter¬ 

twine to form the uneven battle¬ 

ground for leftist struggles in 

contemporary Mexico. In Blood, 

Ink, and Culture, a compilation 

of political essays by one of 

Latin America’s leading public 

intellectuals, Bartra explores the 

complex connections between 

popular culture, national ideol¬ 

ogy, and the state with the criti¬ 

cal eye and optimistic outlook 

that have become his signature. 

Written over a period of twenty 

years, these essays—most trans¬ 

lated for the first time into 

English—cover a wide range 

of topics and historical circum¬ 

stances, from how the United 

States and Mexico differ in their 

treatment of indigenous peoples 

to the repercussions of the 

AUTHOR PHOTO BY ANNA OSWALDCFCRUZ LEHNER 

Zapatista uprising in 1994 to the 

meaning of postnational identity 

in the context of globalization 

and multiculturalism. Yet Blood, 

Ink, and Culture offers more 

than a stimulating inside look 

at political and intellectual life 

in Central America. The collec¬ 

tion also provides a view of the 

author’s evolution as a thinker 

over a critical period of transi¬ 

tion in Mexican history and 

a postscript discussing current 

president Vicente Fox. 

ROGER bartra is Senior 

Research Fellow at the Instituto 

de Investigaciones Sociales, 

Universidad Nacional 

Autonoma de Mexico. An 

anthropologist, sociologist, 

and respected public intellectual, 

he has served as editor of 

the Mexican literary weekly 

La Jornada Semanal and 

is a regular contributor to liter¬ 

ary and political journals in 

Mexico, Spain, Japan, England, 

and the United States. He is 

also the author of numerous 

books in Spanish and several 

in English, including Wild Men 

in the Looking Glass: The Mythic 

Origins of European Otherness 

and The Cage of Melancholy: 

Identity and Metamorphosis 

in the Mexican Character. 

MARK ALAN HEALEY is 

Assistant Professor of History 

and International Studies at the 

University of Mississippi. 

MEXICO/CULTURAL STUDIES 

264 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2923-9 

paper, $22.95/£i7.50 

isbn 0-8223-2908-5 

library cloth, $69-95/£54.oo 
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Consumption Intensified: 
The Politics of Middle-Class Daily Life in Brazil 

MAUREEN O’DOUGHERTY 

Consumption Intensified examines how self-identified middle class 

Brazilians in Sao Paulo redefined their class during Brazil’s economic 

crisis of 1981-1994. With inflation soaring to an astounding 2700 percent, 

their consumption practices intensified, not only in relation to the 

national crisis but also to the expanding global consumer culture. 

Drawing on her observations of everyday practices and on representa¬ 

tions of the middle class in popular culture, anthropologist Maureen 

O’Dougherty explores both the logic and incoherence of middle to 

upper-middle-class Brazilian life. 

With the supports of middle-class living threatened—job security, 

quality education, home ownership, savings, ease of consumption— 

the means and meaning of “middle class” were thrown into question. 

The sector thus redefined itself through both class- and race-based 

claims of moral and cultural superiority and through privileged con¬ 

sumption, a definition the media underscored by continually addressing 

middle-class Brazilians as consumers—or rather, as consumers denied. 

In these times, adults became more flexible in employment, and put 

stakes in their children’s expensive private education. They engaged 

in elaborate comparison shopping, stockpiling of goods, and financial 

strategizing. Ongoing desire for distinction and “first-world” modernity 

prompted these Brazilians to buy foreign goods through contraband, 

thereby defying state protectionist policy. Discontented with the 

constraints of the national economy, they welcomed neoliberalism. 

By uncovering connections between culture and politics, O’Dougherty 

complicates understandings of the middle class as a social group and 

category. Illuminating the intricate relation between identity and local 

and global consumption, her work will be welcomed by students and 

scholars in anthropology and Latin American studies, and those 

interested in consumption, popular culture, politics, and globalization. 

maureen o’dougherty is a Research Fellow at the Institute on 

Race and Poverty, University of Minnesota. 
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In the Shadows of State and Capital: 
The United Fruit Company, Popular Struggle, and 
Agrarian Restructuring in Ecuador 1900-1995 

STEVE STRIFFLER 

Winner of the 2001 President’s Award 

of the Social Science History Association 

In the Shadows of State and 

Capital tells the story of how 

Ecuadorian peasants gained, 

and then lost, control of the 

banana industry. Providing an 

ethnographic history of the 

emergence of sub-contracting 

within Latin American agricul¬ 

ture and of the central role 

played by class conflict in this 

process, Steve Striffler looks 

at the quintessential form of 

twentieth-century U.S. imperi¬ 

alism in the region—the banana 

industry and, in particular, 

the United Fruit Company 

(Chiquita). He argues that, 

even within this highly stratified 

industry, popular struggle has 

contributed greatly to processes 

of capitalist transformation and 

historical change. 

Striffler traces the entrance 

of United Fruit into Ecuador 

during the 1930s, its worker- 

induced departure in the 1960s, 

the troubled process through 

which contract farming 

emerged during the last half of 

the twentieth century, and the 

continuing struggles of those 

involved. To explore the influ¬ 

ence of both peasant activism 

and state power on the with¬ 

drawal of multinational corpo¬ 

rations from banana produc¬ 

tion, Striffler draws on state and 

popular archives, United Fruit 

documents, and extensive oral 

testimony from workers, peas¬ 

ants, political activists, planta¬ 

tion owners, United Fruit 

administrators, and state 

bureaucrats. Through an innov¬ 

ative melding of history and 

PHOTO BY STEVE STRIFFLER 

anthropology, he demonstrates 

that, although peasant-workers 

helped dismantle the foreign- 

owned plantation, they were 

unable to determine the broad 

contours through which the 

subsequent system of produc¬ 

tion—contract farming— 

emerged and transformed 

agrarian landscapes throughout 

Latin America. 

By revealing the banana indus¬ 

try’s impact on processes 

of state formation in Latin 

America, In the Shadows of 

State and Capital will interest 

historians, anthropologists, 

and political scientists, as well 

as scholars of globalization 

and agrarian studies. 

STEVE striffler is Assistant 

Professor of Anthropology 

and Latin American Studies 

at the University of Arkansas. 
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LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN STUDIES 

Blood and Fire: 
La Violencia in Antioquia, Colombia, 1946-1953 

MARY ROLDAN 

Between 1946 and 1958 there was 

a surge of violence in Colombia 

that left 200,000 dead in one 

of the worst conflicts our hemi¬ 

sphere has ever experienced. 

This little-studied period of 

terror, known as La Violencia, 

is the subject of Blood and Fire. 

Scholars have traditionally 

assumed that partisan politics 

provided the underpinning for 

La Violencia, but Mary Roldan 

challenges earlier assessments of 

the motives behind the brutality 

by providing a nuanced account 

of the political and cultural con¬ 

text of the events. 

Through an analysis of the evo¬ 

lution of violence in Antioquia, 

a region of Colombia, Roldan 

demonstrates how tensions 

between regional politics and the 

weak central state, the privatiza¬ 

tion of state violence into para¬ 

military units, and prejudices 

about race, geography, class, 

and ethnicity all ultimately fed 

into surges of violent activity. 

Although the author acknowl¬ 

edges that partisan animosities 

played a key role in the disinte¬ 

gration of peaceful discourse, she 

argues that these politics were 

intensified by other concerns. 

Roldan’s reading of the historical 

events suggests that Antioquia’s 

experience of La Violencia was 

the culmination of a brand of 

internal colonialism, whereby 

regional identity formation was 

based on assumptions of cultural 

superiority and used as an 

opportunity to justify violence 

against racial or ethnic “others” 

and a chance to seize their 

resources. 

This is the first study to analyze 

intersections of ethnicity, geog¬ 

raphy, and class to explore the 

genesis of Colombian violence, 

and it has implications for the 

study of repression in many 

other nations. 

mary roldAn is Associate 

Professor of Latin American 

History at Cornell University. 
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ANTHROPOLOGY 

in tf • 

SIGN OUTSIDE A CASABLANCA HAIR SALON, PHOTO BY ADRIENNE ALVORD. 1989 

From the Margins: 
Historical Anthropology and Its Futures 

BRIAN KEITH AXEL, EDITOR 

Three Faces of Beauty: 
Casablanca, Paris, 
Cairo 

SUSAN OSSMAN 

Three Faces of Beauty offers a 

unique approach to understand¬ 

ing globalization and cultural 

change based on a comparative, 

ethnographic study of a nearly 

universal institution: the beauty 

salon. Susan Ossman traces the 

images and words of the beauty 

industry as they developed his¬ 

torically between Paris, Cairo, 

and Casablanca and then vividly 

demonstrates how such images 

are embodied today in salons 

located in each city. 

By examining how images from 

fashion magazines, film, and 

advertising are enacted in beauty 

salons, Ossman is able to 

demonstrate how embodiment 

displays and reworks certain 

hierarchies. While offering the 

possibility of freedom from the 

tethers of status, nation, religion, 

and nature, beauty is created by 

these very categories and values, 

Ossman shows. Drawing on 

hundreds of interviews, she 

documents the various rituals 

of welcome, choice-making, 

pricing practices, and spatial 

arrangements in salon after 

salon. She also reveals ways in 

which patrons in each of the 

three cities imagine and co-opt 

looks they believe are fashionable 

in the other cities. By observing 

salons as scenes of instruction, 

Ossman reveals that beautiful 

bodies evolve within the 

intertwining contexts of media, 

modernity, location, time, 

postcolonialism, and male 

expectation. 

Three Faces of Beauty will interest 

anthropologists as well as schol¬ 

ars of globalization, media and 

communication, postcolonial¬ 

ism, and women’s studies. 

susan ossman is Associate 

Professor of Communications 

at the American University 

of Paris. She is the author of 

Picturing Casablanca: Portraits 

of Power in a Modern City. 
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Historical anthropology: critical exchange between two decidedly 

distinct disciplines or innovative mode of knowledge production? 

As this volume’s title suggests, the essays Brian Keith Axel has gath¬ 

ered in From the Margins seek to challenge the limits of discrete dis¬ 

ciplinary epistemologies and conventions, gesturing instead toward 

a more transdisciplinary understanding of the emergent relations 

between archive and field. 

In nine original articles encompassing a wide range of geographic 

and temporal locations, eminent scholars contest some of the 

primary preconceptions of their fields. The contributors tackle 

such topics as the paradoxical nature of American Civil War 

monuments, the figure of the “New Christian” in early seventeenth- 

century Peru, the implications of statistics for ethnography, and 

contemporary South Africa's “occult economies.” That anthropol¬ 

ogy and history have their provenance in—and have been complied 

with—colonial formations is perhaps commonplace knowledge. 

But what is rarely sought is the specific manner in which colonial 

processes imbue and threaten the celebratory ideals of postcolonial 

reason or the enlightenment of today’s liberal practices in the social 

sciences and humanities. 

By elaborating this critique, From the Margins offers diverse and 

powerful models that explore the intersections of historically spe¬ 

cific local practices with processes of a world historical order. As 

such, the collection will not only prove valuable reading for anthro¬ 

pologists and historians, but also for scholars in colonial, postcolo¬ 

nial, and globalization studies. 

Contributors. Talal Asad, Brian Keith Axel, Bernard S. Cohn, Jean 

Comaroff, John L. Comaroff, Nicholas B. Dirks, Irene Silverblatt, 

Paul A. Silverstein, Teri Silvio, Ann Laura Stoler, Michel-Rolph 

Trouillot 

Brian keith axel is Academy Scholar at the Harvard Academy, 

Weatherhead Center for International Affairs, at Harvard 

University. He is the author of The Nation’s Tortured Body: 

Violence, Representation, and the Formation of a Sikh “Diaspora,” 

also published by Duke University Press. 
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ANTHROPOLOGY 

•ARMORIAL ENSIGNS: CITY OF SYDNEY,' FROM THE AUSTRALIAN ENCYCLOPEDIA, 1926 

“Elizabeth A. Povinelli’s The Cunning of Recognition is a break¬ 

through work that has major implications for redefining the 

relations between cultural studies and anthropology. With a 

consistently high level of intellectual excitement and commit¬ 

ment, Povinelli draws together work from a variety of fields in 

new and provocative ways.”—Benjamin Lee, author of Talking 

Heads: Language, Metalanguage, and the Semiotics of 

Subjectivity 

The Cunning of Recognition: 
Indigenous Alterities and the Making 
of Australian Multiculturalism 

ELIZABETH A. POVINELLI 

The Cunning of Recognition is an exploration of liberal multicultural¬ 

ism from the perspective of Australian indigenous social life. Elizabeth 

A. Povinelli argues that the multicultural legacy of colonialism perpet¬ 

uates unequal systems of power, not by demanding that colonized sub¬ 

jects identify with their colonizers but by demanding that they identify 

with an impossible standard of authentic traditional culture. 

Povinelli draws on seventeen years of ethnographic research among 

northwest coast indigenous people and her own experience participat¬ 

ing in land claims, as well as on public records, legal debates, and 

anthropological archives to examine how multicultural forms of recog¬ 

nition work to reinforce liberal regimes rather than to open them up 

to a true cultural democracy. She explains that, while aboriginal peo¬ 

ples have an official “place” in Australia, they must uphold stereotypi- 

cally authentic ways of being. In the end, Australia is revealed as an 

exemplary site for studying the social effects of the liberal multicultural 

imaginary: much earlier than the United States and in response to very 

different geopolitical conditions, Australian nationalism renounced the 

ideal of a unitary European tradition and embraced cultural and social 

diversity. 

While addressing larger theoretical debates in critical anthropology, 

political theory, cultural studies, and liberal theory, The Cunning of 

Recognition demonstrates that the impact of the globalization of liberal 

forms of government can only be truly understood by examining its 

concrete—and not just philosophical—effects on the world. 

Elizabeth a. povinelli is Professor of Anthropology at the 

University of Chicago. She is the author of Labor’s Lot: The Power, 

History, and Culture of Aboriginal Action and the editor of the journal 

Public Culture, also published by Duke University Press. 
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Ethnography in Unstable Places: 
Everyday Lives in Contexts of Dramatic Political Change 

CAROL J. GREENHOUSE, ELIZABETH MERTZ, & KAY B. WARREN, EDITORS 

Ethnography in Unstable Places is a collection of ethnographic 

accounts of everyday situations in the midst of dramatic political 

transformation. Offering vivid case studies that range from the 

Middle East and Africa to Europe, Russia, and Southeast Asia, 

the contributing anthropologists narrate particular circumstances 

of social and political transformation—in contexts of colonialism, 

war and its aftermath, social movements, and post-Cold War 

climates—from the standpoints of ordinary people caught up 

in and having to cope with the collapse or reconfiguration of the 

states in which they live. 

Using grounded ethnographic detail to explore the challenges to 

the anthropological imagination that are posed by modern uncer¬ 

tainties, the contributors confront the ambiguities and paradoxes 

that exist across the spectrum of human cultures and geographies. 

The collection is framed by introductory and concluding chapters 

that highlight different dimensions of the book’s interrelated 

themes, such as agency and ethnographic reflexivity, identity and 

ethics, and the inseparability of political economy and interpre- 

tivism. 

Contributors. Eve Darian-Smith, Howard J. De Nike, Elizabeth 

Faier, James M. Freeman, Robert T. Gordon, Carol J. 

Greenhouse, Nguyen Dinh Huu, Carroll McC. Lewin, Elizabeth 

Mertz, Phillip C. Parnell, Nancy Ries, Judy Rosenthal, Kay B. 

Warren, Stacia E. Zabusky 

carol j. GREENHOUSE is Professor of Anthropology at 

Princeton University. Elizabeth mertz is Associate Professor 

of Law and affiliated faculty in the Department of Anthropology 

at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. She is also Senior 

Research Fellow for the American Bar Foundation, kay b. 

warren is Professor of Anthropology at Harvard University. 
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Ethnography in Unstable Places will interest students and specialists 

in social anthropology, sociology, political science, international 

relations, and cultural studies. 
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ANTHROPOLOGY 

In the Time of Trees and Sorrows: 

Nature, Power, and Memory in Rajasthan 

ANN GRODZINS GOLD & BHOJU RAM GUJAR 

PHOTO BY ANN GRODZINS GOLD. 1997 

In the Time of Trees and Sorrows showcases peasants’ memories of every¬ 

day life in North India under royal rule before Indian Independence 

and their musings on the contrast between the old days and the 

unprecedented shifts that a half century has wrought. It is an oral history 

of the former Kingdom of Sawar in the modern state of Rajasthan, 

India, as it was from the 1930s to the 1950s. 

Based on testimonies from the early 1990s, the book stands as a polyvo¬ 

cal account of the radical political and environmental changes the region 

and its people have faced in the twentieth century. Not just the story 

of modernity from the perspective of a rural village, these interviews 

and author commentaries narrate a relatively sudden transformation for 

this small community from subjection to a local despot and to a remote 

colonial power to citizenship in a modern postcolonial democracy. 

Unlike other recent studies of Rajasthan, whose former princes continue 

to fascinate particularly the Western imagination, the current study 

gives voice exclusively to former subjects who endured the double 

oppression of colonial and regional rulers. Gold and Gujar thus place 

subjective subaltern experiences of daily rural routines, manifestations 

of power relations, and sweeping changes to the environment (after 

the fall of kings) that turned lush forests into a barren landscape on 

equal footing with historical “fact” and archival sources. Nature as idea 

and concept, culturally laden as it is in Western thought, plays a central 

role in this ethnographic text. Ambiguous and complex, “nature” 

reflects the variegated responses Sawar informants had to their sur¬ 

roundings and to their “begar” past (forced labor under the local king). 

A means of sustenance, the environment becomes internalized as social 

agent as well. The framing questions of this South Asian history are: 

What was it like in the time of kings? and What happened to the trees? 

This book will interest specialists of South Asian history, anthropology, 

subaltern studies, and the environment. 

ann GRODZINS GOLD is Professor of Religion and Anthropology 

at Syracuse University. She is the author of several books, including 

Fruitful Journeys: The Ways of Rajasthani Pilgrims, bhoju ram gujar 

is Headmaster at Government Middle School in Talauda, India. 
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Culture and the Question of Rights: 
Forests, Coasts, and Seas in Southeast Asia 

CHARLES ZERNER, EDITOR 

Semiotics of Peasants in Transition: 
Slovene Villagers and Their Ethnic Relatives 
in America 

IRENE PORTIS-WINNER 

This collection of ethnographic and interpretive essays fundamentally 

alters the debate over indigenous land claims in Southeast Asia and 

beyond. Based on fieldwork conducted in Malaysia and Indonesia 

during the 1980s and 1990s, these studies explore new terrain at the 

intersection of environmental justice, nature conservation, cultural 

performance, and the politics of making and interpreting claims. 

Calling for radical redefinitions of development and ownership and 

for significant legal changes to prevent further exploitation of this arch¬ 

ipelago’s natural resources, Charles Zerner and his colleagues show 

how a geographical area once viewed as wild and undeveloped has 

been shaped by complex interactions with human societies. Drawing 

on richly varied sources of evidence and interpretation—from trance 

dances, court proceedings, and tree planting patterns to marine and 

forest rituals, erotic poems, and codifications of customary law— 

Culture and the Question of Rights reveals the ironies, complexities, 

and histories of contemporary local people who have had to adapt to 

rapidly changing environmental conditions. The contributors examine 

how these cultural activities work to both construct and lay claim 

to nature. As local communities become socially more complex and 

sometimes indistinguishable from resource extraction industries, these 

essays open up new avenues for negotiating indigenous rights against 

a background of global ideas of biodiversity and threatened habitat. 

This collection will prove valuable to anthropologists, political geogra¬ 

phers, ecologists, environmentalists, legal scholars, and those interested 

in indigenous rights. 

Contributors. Jane Monnig Atkinson, Donald Brenneis, Stephanie 

Gorson Fried, Nancy Lee Peluso, Marina Roseman, Anna Lowenhaupt 

Tsing, Charles Zerner 

Charles zerner is Barbara B. and Bertram J. Cohn Professor of 

Environmental Studies at Sarah Lawrence College. 
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In Semiotics of Peasants in Transition Irene Portis-Winner examines 

the complexities of ethnic identity in a traditional Slovene village 

with unique ties to an American city. At once an investigation into 

a particular anthropological situation and a theoretical exploration 

of the semiotics of ethnic culture—in this case a culture permeated 

by transnational influences—Semiotics of Peasants in Transition 

describes the complex relationships that have existed between and 

among the villagers remaining in Slovenia and those who, throughout 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, emigrated to Cleveland, Ohio. 

Describing a process of continuous and enduring interaction between 

these geographically separate communities, Portis-Winner explains 

how, for instance, financial assistance from the emigrants enabled 

their Slovenian hometown to survive the economic depressions of 

the 1890s and 1930s. She also analyzes the extent to which memories, 

rituals, myths, and traditional activities from Slovenia have sustained 

their Cleveland relatives. The result is a unique anthropological 

investigation into the signifying practices of a strongly cohesive— 

yet geographically split—ethnic group, as well as an illuminating 

application of semiotic analyses to communities and the complex 

problems they face. 

This work will interest anthropologists, semioticians, and those 

studying ethnicity and transnationalism. 

IRENE PORTIS-WINNER is Research Associate with the Philosophy 

of Education Research Center at Harvard University. 
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CINEMA STUDIES 

“This book is far above the usual 

histories of national cinema. It 

combines political analysis, psycho¬ 

analytic reading, and close cinematic 

explication with Restivo’s breathtak¬ 

ing first-hand knowledge of Italian 

socio-political history, enabling him 

to locate each author in a specific 

context and to discern connotations 

that are out of reach for most Anglo- 

Saxon cinema historians.”—Slavoj 

Zizek. author of On Belief (Thinking 

in Action) 

The Cinema of 
Economic Miracles: 
Visuality and Modernization 
in the Italian Art Film 

ANGELO RESTIVO 

The Italian art cinema of the 1960s is 

known worldwide for its brilliance and 

vitality. Yet rarely has this cinema been 

considered in relation to the profound 

economic and cultural changes— 

described as the “economic miracle”— 

that transformed Italy during the 1960s. 

Angelo Restivo argues for a completely 

new understanding of that cinema as a 

negotiation between a national aesthetic 

tradition of realism and a nascent post¬ 

modern image culture. 

Restivo studies numerous films of the 

period, focusing mainly on the works 

of Pier Paolo Pasolini and Michelangelo 

Antonioni. He finds that these auteurs’ 

films reworked the neorealist aesthetic 

developed in the 1940s and 1950s, 

explored issues brought to the fore by 

the subsequent consumer boom, and 

presaged developments central to both 

critical theory and the visual arts in the 

1980s and 1990s. Drawing on the theories 

of Lacan, Zizek, Benjamin, Foucault, 

Jameson, and Deleuze, he shines new light 

on such films as Pasolini’s Accattone and 

Teorema, and Antonioni’s Red Desert and 

Blow-Up. Restivo’s model for understand¬ 

ing the relationship of the 1960s art film 

to its cultural contexts also has implica¬ 

tions that extend to the contemporary 

cinemas of developing countries such as 

Brazil and Taiwan. 

The Cinema of Economic Miracles will 

interest scholars and students in all areas 

of film studies, especially those studying 

theories of the image, national cinema 

theory, and Italian cinema, and to those 

engaged in poststructuralist theory, 

philosophy, and comparative literature. 

angelo restivo is Assistant Professor 

of English at East Carolina University. 
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FILM STILL FROM ROUGE, 1987. JACKIE CHAN, PRODUCER 

Asia/Pacific Cinema: 
A Spectral Surface 

KYUNG HYUN KIM & ESTHER C. M. YAU, 

SPECIAL ISSUE EDITORS 

A Special Issue of positions 

This special issue of positions is a collection of thought-provoking 

essays that challenges the ways in which the West has traditionally 

experienced Asia/Pacific film. Focusing on film texts from Hong 

Kong, South Korea, Japan, and the Philippines, the articles explore 

the powerful emotions of frustration and alienation that cinema can 

express in the face of modernization and globalization. 

Contributors examine how specific films—including Haplos (1982), 

Chilsu and Mansu (1988), Fresh Kill (1994), and Princess Mononoke 

(1997)—rework folktales, literary sources, popular memory, lived 

experience, and history. Some of the films examined here incorporate 

supernatural elements and/or gay and lesbian narratives that provide 

an escape from the sexism, racism, homophobia, environmental 

destruction, and urban alienation that the filmmakers see as the 

defining characteristics of the postcolonial world. 

Asia/Pacific Cinema posits that film, with its ability to play with 

memory, fate, and linear time, creates a space in which to consider 

alternatives to the dominant cultural, economic, and social norms. 

Contributors. Jonathan Beller, Joan Kee, Kyung Hyun Kim, Helen 

Hok-sze Leung, Bliss Cua Lim, Gina Marchetti, Susan Napier, 

Esther C. M. Yau 

kyung HYUN KIM is Assistant Professor of East Asian Languages 

and Literatures at the University of California, Irvine. ESTHER c.M. 

yau is Associate Professor of Art History and the Visual Arts at 

Occidental College. 
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Early Women Stars 

DIANE NEGRA 8c JENNIFER M. BEAN, SPECIAL ISSUE EDITORS 

A Special Issue of Camera Obscura 

This special issue of Camera Obscura, which gathers work from lead¬ 

ing feminists in film studies, takes a fresh look at early film and the 

creative ventures of women performers. While much of the existing 

scholarship of the silent era focuses on film form and industrial orga¬ 

nization, the essays collected here aim to recover women’s roles in 

the early decades of cinema. They do so in part by considering the 

ways in which social and ideological economies of the industry 

contributed to the complex semiotics of film stardom in the period. 

Essays focus on figures across the wide international lexicon of 

stardom, including stunt star Pearl White, iconic French performer 

Musidora, imported European vamp Pola Negri, pixie heroine 

Colleen Moore, and Chinese star Xuan Jinglin. Other articles revisit 

figures, such as Mary Pickford and Greta Garbo, whose stardom 

appears to be self-evident but proves more complex than previous 

accounts have suggested. In this collection, early female stars func¬ 

tion as a medium through which authors reconceptualize feminist 

film history and historiography. 

Contributors. Jennifer M. Bean, Vicki Callahan, Lucy Fischer, Amelie 

Hastie, Diane Negra, Gaylyn Studlar, Zhen Zhang 

diane negra is Assistant Professor of Radio, TV, and Film at the 

University of North Texas. JENNIFER M. bean is Assistant Professor 

of Comparative Literature at the University of Washington. 
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SCIENCE & CULTURAL THEORY 

How Economics Became a Mathematical Science 

E. ROY WEINTRAUB 

Complexities: 
Social Studies of 
Knowledge Practices 

JOHN LAW & 

ANNEMARIE MOL, EDITORS 

In How Economics Became a 

Mathematical Science E. Roy 

Weintraub traces the history of 

economics through the prism 

of the history of mathematics in 

the twentieth century. As math¬ 

ematics has evolved, so has the 

image of mathematics, explains 

Weintraub, such as ideas about 

the standards for accepting 

proof, the meaning of rigor, and 

the nature of the mathematical 

enterprise itself. He also shows 

how economics itself has been 

shaped by economists’ changing 

images of mathematics. Whereas 

others have viewed economics 

in the context of physics, 

Whereas others have viewed 

economics as autonomous, 

Weintraub presents a different 

picture, one in which changes in 

mathematics—both within the 

body of knowledge that consti¬ 

tutes mathematics and in how it 

is thought of as a discipline and 

as a type of knowledge—have 

been intertwined with the evolu¬ 

tion of economic thought. 

Weintraub begins his account 

with Cambridge University, the 

intellectual birthplace of 

modern economics, and exam¬ 

ines specifically Alfred Marshall 

and the Mathematical Tripos 

examinations—tests in mathe¬ 

matics that were required of all 

who wished to study economics 

at Cambridge. He proceeds to 

interrogate the idea of a rigorous 

mathematical economics 

through the connections 

between particular mathemati¬ 

THE AUTHOR AS A CHILD. WITH HIS ECONOMIST FATHER SIDNEY AND MATHEMATICIAN UNCLE HAL 

cal economists and mathemati¬ 

cians in each of the decades of 

the first half of the twentieth 

century, and thus describes how 

the mathematical issues of for¬ 

malism and axiomatization have 

shaped economics. Finally, How 

Economics Became a 

Mathematical Science recon¬ 

structs the career of the econo¬ 

mist Sidney Weintraub, whose 

relationship to mathematics is 

viewed through his relationships 

with his mathematician brother, 

Hal, and his mathematician- 

economist son, the book’s 

author. 

This work will interest econo¬ 

mists, mathematicians, philoso¬ 

phers and historians of science, 

sociologists of science, and sci¬ 

ence studies scholars. 

E. ROY WEINTRAUB is 

Professor of Economics at Duke 

University. He is the author 

of numerous books, including 

Stabilizing Dynamics: 

Constructing Economic 

Knowledge and is editor 

of Toward a History of Game 

Theory, published by Duke 

University Press. 
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While much recent social sci¬ 

ence and humanities work has 

been a revolt against simplifica¬ 

tion, this volume explores the 

contrast between simplicity and 

complexity to reveal that this 

dichotomy, itself, is too simplis¬ 

tic. John Law and Annemarie 

Mol have gathered a distin¬ 

guished panel of contributors 

to discuss how the concept of 

complexity might be handled— 

particularly within the field of 

science studies—without gener¬ 

ating a chaos of further com¬ 

plexities. Indeed, they examine 

not only ways of relating to 

complexity but complexity in 

practice. 

Individual essays examine this 

issue from a variety of perspec¬ 

tives and cover an array of case 

studies and topics that include 

market behavior, medical inter¬ 

ventions, aeronautical design, 

the governing of supranational 

states, ecology, road-building, 

meteorology, the science of 

complexity itself, and the psy¬ 

chology of childhood trauma. 

Other topics include complex 

wholes (holism) in the sciences, 

moral complexity in seemingly 

amoral endeavors, and issues 

relating to the protection of 

African elephants. 
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With a focus on such concepts 

as multiplicity, partial connec¬ 

tions, ebbs, and flows, the col¬ 

lection includes narratives from 

Kenya, Belgium, Great Britain, 

Papua New Guinea, the 

Netherlands, and France, writ¬ 

ten by anthropologists, econo¬ 

mists, philosophers, psycholo¬ 

gists, sociologists, and scholars 

of science, technology, and soci¬ 

ety. Ultimately, the essays in 

Complexities collectively seek to 

imagine alternatives to both the 

simplifying overview and to its 

other: chaos. 

Contributors. Andrew Barry, 

Steven D. Brown, Michel 

Callon, Chunglin Kwa, John 

Law, Nick Lee, Annemarie Mol, 

Marilyn Strathern, Laurent 

Thevenot, Charis Thompson 

JOHN law is Professor of 

Sociology and Director of the 

Centre for Science Studies at 

Lancaster University in England. 

annemarie mol is Professor 

of Political Philosophy at 

Twente University in the 

Netherlands. 
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Aircraft Stories: 
Decentering the Object in Technoscience 

JOHN LAW 

In Aircraft Stories noted sociolo¬ 

gist John Law tells stories about 

a British attempt to build a mili¬ 

tary aircraft—the TSR2. The 

intertwining aspects of these sto¬ 

ries are meant to demonstrate 

the ways in which particular 

technological projects can be 

understood in a world of com¬ 

plex and postmodernist con¬ 

texts. 

Law works to upset the binary 

between the modernist concept 

of knowledge, subjects, and 

objects as having centered and 

concrete essences and the post¬ 

modernist notion that all is frag¬ 

mented and centerless. The 

structure and content of Aircraft 

Stories reflect Law’s contention 

that knowledge, subjects, and— 

particularly— objects are, in 

fact, “fractionally coherent”: 

that is, they are drawn together 

without necessarily being cen¬ 

tered. 

In studying the process of this 

particular aircraft’s design, Law 

develops a range of metaphors 

to describe both its fractional 

character and the ways its 

various aspects interact with 

each other. In the process, he 

explores the overlaps between 

singularity and multiplicity and 

reveals rich new meaning in 

such concepts as oscillation, 

interference, fractionality, and 

rhizomatic networks. 

The methodology and insights 

of Aircraft Stories will be invalu¬ 

able to students in science and 

technology studies and will 

engage others who are interested 

in the ways that contemporary 

paradigms have limited our abil¬ 

ity to see objects in their true 

complexity. 

JOHN law is Professor of 

Sociology and Director of 

the Centre for Science Studies 

at Lancaster University in 

England. He is the author 

or editor of many books and 

articles, including Organizing 

Modernity and Shaping 

Technology/Building Society: 

Studies in Sociotechnical 

Change. 
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SCIENCE & CULTURAL THEORY 

Chinese Medicine in Contemporary China: 
Plurality and Synthesis 

VOLKER G. SCHEID 

As a traditional healing art that has established a contemporary 

global presence, Chinese medicine defies categories and raises 

many interesting questions. If Chinese medicine is “traditional,” 

why has it not disappeared with the rest of traditional Chinese 

society? If, as some claim, it is a science, what does that imply 

about what we call science? What is the secret to Chinese medi¬ 

cine’s remarkable adaptability that has allowed it to prosper for 

more than 2000 years? In Chinese Medicine in Contemporary China 

Volker G. Scheid presents an ethnography of Chinese medicine, 

but an ethnography informed by some atypical approaches. 

Scheid, a medical anthropologist and doctor of Chinese medicine 

in practice for more than a decade, has produced an ethnography 

that, unlike those ethnographies that search for an irreducible 

essence of their subject, accepts plurality as an intrinsic and non¬ 

reducible aspect of medical practice. It has been widely noted that 

a patient visiting ten different practitioners of Chinese medicine 

may receive ten different prescriptions for the same complaint, 

and yet many of these various treatments may be effective. 

In attempting to illuminate the plurality inherent in Chinese 

medical practice, Scheid redefines—and in some cases abandons— 

traditional anthropological concepts such as tradition, culture, 

and practice, in favor of approaches from disciplines such as 

cognitive studies and systems theory. Employing tools from 

science and technology studies, he sheds fight not only on Chinese 

medicine but on these western academic traditions themselves. 

Chinese Medicine in Contemporary China is the product of two 

decades of research including numerous interviews and case stud¬ 

ies. It will appeal to a western academic audience as well as practi¬ 

tioners of Chinese medicine and other interested medical profes¬ 

sionals, including those from western biomedicine. 

volker G. scheid is Wellcome Trust Research Fellow in the 

Department of History, School of Oriental and African Studies, at 

the University of London. He was formerly Practitioner of Chinese 

Medicine at the Director West Terrace Clinic in Eastbourne, 

England. 
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ASIAN STUDIES 

Appetites: 
Food and Sex in Post-Socialist China 

JUDITH FARQUHAR 

Chinese society and culture changed 

dramatically with the end of Maoist 

socialism in the early 1980s. So did 

the everyday life of Chinese bodies. 

In Appetites Judith Farquhar shows 

how new forms of desire, pleasure, 

anxiety, and curiosity emerged as 

capitalist reforms advanced. Though 

many have suggested that after 

decades of socialist collectivism 

people simply returned to their nat¬ 

ural human inclinations toward food 

and sex, Farquhar argues instead that 

novel needs and experiences of pri¬ 

vate life came into existence after the 

end of the Maoist period. 

The mundane activity of eating well 

in improving economic times is 

linked to historical memories of the 

late 1950s famine. The systematic 

understanding of flavors in tradi¬ 

tional Chinese medicine connects 

to a modem self-consciousness 

about the life of the body. Even the 

self who can indulge private sexual 

passions, and the sexuality that can 

be assessed by social psychologists, 

must be invented and sustained in 

ongoing public reflections about 

personal and national life. Ranging 

over a variety of cultural 

terrains-fiction, medical texts, film 

and television, journalism, and 

observations of clinics and urban 

daily life in Beijing-Appetites sym¬ 

pathetically analyzes modem 

Chinese reflections on embodied 

existence in a changing world. 

As much at home in science studies 

and social theory as in the details of 

life in Beijing, this account will 

appeal to China scholars, medical 

anthropologists, ethnographers in 

many fields, and specialists in cul¬ 

tural studies. 

JUDITH FARQUHAR is 

Professor of Anthropology at 

the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill. She is the author 

of Knowing Practice: The Clinical 

Encounter of Chinese Medicine. 
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Obscene Things: 
The Sexual Politics 
of Jin Ping Mei 

NAIFEI DING 

In Obscene Things Naifei Ding 

intervenes in conventional read¬ 

ings of Jin Ping Mei, an early 

scandalous Chinese novel of sex¬ 

uality and sexual culture. After 

first appearing around 1590, Jin 

Ping Mei was circulated among 

some of China’s best known 

writers of the time and subse¬ 

quently was published in three 

major recensions. A1695 version 

by Zhang Zhupo became the 

most widely read and it is this 

text in particular on which Ding 

focuses. Challenging the precon¬ 

ceptions of earlier scholarship, 

she highlights the fundamental 

misogyny inherent in Jin Ping 

Mei and demonstrates how tra¬ 

ditional biases—particularly 

masculine biases—continue to 

inform the concerns of modern 

criticism and sexual politics. 

The story of a seductive bond- 

maid-concubine, sexual oppor¬ 

tunism and domestic intrigue, 

death, and adultery, Jin Ping Mei 

has often been critiqued based 

on the coherence of the text 

itself. Concentrating instead on 

the processes of reading and on 

the social meaning of this novel, 

Ding looks at the various ways 

the tale has been received since 

its first dissemination, particu¬ 

larly by critiquing the interpreta¬ 

tions offered by seventeenth- 

century Ming literati and by 

twentieth-century scholars. 

Confronting the gender politics 

of this “pornographic” text, she 

troubles the boundaries between 

premodern and modern read¬ 

ings by engaging residual and 

emergent Chinese gender and 

hierarchic ideologies. 

FROM XINKE XIOUXIANG PIPING JIN PING MEI 

By arguing from the standpoint 

of feminism. Obscene Things will 

contribute to studies of Chinese 

literature, Asian studies, femi¬ 

nism, politics of sexuality, and 

cultural studies. 

naifei ding is Professor 

of English at National Central 

University in Taiwan. 
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ASIAN STUDIES 

New Asian Marxisms 

TANI E. BARLOW, EDITOR 

Displaying the particular vitality 

of the global traditions of 

Marxism and neomarxism at 

the beginning of the twenty-first 

century, New Asian Marxisms 

collects essays by an array of 

scholars—including historians, 

political scientists, literary 

scholars, and sociologists—who 

offer a range of studies about 

Marxism, with a focus on Korea, 

Japan, India, and China. 

While some of the essays discuss 

key individuals in the history of 

Marxism or the continuing need 

to address outstanding problem¬ 

atics, others examine nationalist 

literature and discourse in North 

and South Korea, the “Mao 

Zedong Fever” of the 1990s, the 

poetry of Li Dazhao, and the 

Naxalite movement in India. 

Stressing the analytical impor¬ 

tance of categories such as 

exploitation, alienation, and vio¬ 

lence for any engagement with 

the politics of knowledge, the 

contributors confront the fading 

interest in alternatives to global 

consumerism by providing 

accounts of political struggles, 

cultural resistance, and theoreti¬ 

cal strategies. 

Staging the World: 
Chinese Nationalism 
at the Turn of the 
Twentieth Century 

REBECCA E. KARL 

Contributors. Tani E. Barlow, 

Michael Dutton, D. R. 

Howland, Dai Jinhua, Marshall 

Johnson, Liu Kang, Sugiyama 

Mitsunobu, You-me Park, 

William Pietz, Claudia Pozzana, 

Alessandro Russo, Sanjay Seth, 

Gi-Wook Shin, Jing Wang 

TANI E. barlow is Professor 

of Women’s Studies at the 

University of Washington and 

Senior Editor of positions. She 

also is editor of Formations of 

Colonial Modernity in East Asia 

and Gender Politics in Modern 

China: Writing and Feminism, 

both also published by Duke 

University Press. 

In Staging the World Rebecca 

E. Karl rethinks the production 

of nationalist discourse in China 

during the late Qing period, 

between China’s defeat in the 

Sino-Japanese War in 1895 

and the proclamation of the 

Republic in 1911. The emergence 

of Chinese nationalism during 

this period is often portrayed as 

following from China’s position 

vis-a-vis Japan and the West. 

Karl asserts that while this 

China/Japan/West triangle 

was crucial, it alone is an incom¬ 

plete—and therefore flawed— 

model of the development of 

nationalism in China. 

She argues that at this historical 

moment it was a growing 

Chinese identification with the 

non-Western world that first 

made the modern world visible 

as a totality, and that it was in 

reference to this worldview that 

key components of Chinese 

nationalist discourse developed. 

Karl has mined the archives of 

the late Qing period to discern 

the foci of Chinese intellectuals 

from 1895 to 1911. 

Though the perceptions and 

concerns of these thinkers form 

the basis of Staging the World, 

Karl begins by examining a 1904 

Shanghai production of an 

opera about a fictional partition 

of Poland and its modern rein¬ 

carnation as an ethno-nation. 

By focusing on the type of 
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dialogue this opera catalyzed 

in China at the time, Karl eluci¬ 

dates concepts such as race, 

colonization, globalization, 

and history. From there, she dis¬ 

cusses how Chinese conceptions 

of nationalism were affected 

by the “discovery” of Hawai’i 

as a center of the Pacific, the 

Philippine revolution against 

the United States, and the rela¬ 

tionship between nationality 

and ethnicity made apparent by 

the Boer War in South Africa. 

Staging the World will appeal to 

students and scholars of modern 

Chinese history, theories and 

processes of nationalism, world 

history, and colonialism. 

Rebecca E. KARL is Assistant 

Professor of History and East 

Asian Studies at New York 

University. 
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Now in Paperback 

Parallax Visions: 
Making Sense of American East-Asian Relations 

BRUCE CUMINGS 

With a new preface by the author 

In a work that synthesizes cru¬ 

cial developments in interna¬ 

tional relations at the close of 

the twentieth century, Bruce 

Cumings—a leading historian 

of contemporary East Asia— 

provides a nuanced understand¬ 

ing of how the United States has 

loomed over the modern history 

and culture of East Asia. By 

offering correctives to widely 

held yet largely inaccurate 

assessments of the affairs of this 

region, Parallax Visions shows 

how relations between the 

United States, Japan, Vietnam, 

North and South Korea, China, 

and Taiwan have been struc¬ 

tured by their perceptions and 

misperceptions of each other. 

Using information based 

on thirty years of research, 

Cumings offers a new perspec¬ 

tive on a wide range of issues 

that originated with the cold 

war—with particular focus on 

the possibly inappropriate col¬ 

laboration between universities, 

foundations, and intelligence 

agencies. Seeking to explode the 

presuppositions that Americans 

usually bring to the understand¬ 

ing of our relations with East 

Asia, the study ranges over 

much of the history of the twen¬ 

tieth century in East Asian- 

American relations—Pearl 

Harbor, Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki, the Korean War, and 

more recent difficulties in U.S. 

relations with China and Japan. 

Cumings also rebuts U.S. media 

coverage of North Korea’s 

nuclear diplomacy in the 1990s 

and examines how experiences 

of colonialism and postcolonial¬ 

ism have had varying effects on 

economic development in each 

of these countries. Positing that 

the central defining experience 

of twentieth-century East Asia 

has been its entanglement first 

with British and Japanese impe¬ 

rialism, and then with the 

United States, Cumings ends 

with a discussion of how the 

situation could change over the 

next century as the economic 

and political global clout of the 

United States declines. 

bruce cumings is Norman 

and Edna Freehling Professor 

of History at the University of 

Chicago. He has won numerous 

awards and is the author of the 

acclaimed books Korea’s Place 

in the Sun, War and Television, 

and The Origins of the Korean 

War. Cumings writes regularly 

for The Nation, The Atlantic 

Monthly, The Los Angeles Times, 

and The New York Times Book 

Review. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

The Moral Austerity 
of Environmental 
Decision Making: 
Sustainability, 
Democracy, and 
Normative Argument 
in Policy and Law 

JOHN MARTIN GILLROY & 

JOE BOWERSOX, EDITORS 

In The Moral Austerity of 

Environmental Decision Makings 

group of prominent environmental 

ethicists, political theorists, and legal 

experts challenges the dominating 

influence of market principles and 

assumptions on the formulation of 

environmental policy. Emphasizing 

the concept of sustainability and the 

centrality of moral deliberation to 

democracy, they examine the possi¬ 

bilities for a wider variety of moral 

principles to play an active role in 

defining "good" environmental deci¬ 

sions. If environmental policy is to 

be responsible to humanity and to 

nature in the twenty-first century, 

they argue, it is imperative that the 

discourse acknowledge and integrate 

moral argument alongside compet¬ 

ing market demands. 

The contributors highlight the con¬ 

troversy surrounding the roles of sci¬ 

ence, social justice, instrumental 

value, and intrinsic value in contem¬ 

porary environmental theory and 

focus on subjects such as pollution, 

land use, environmental law, global¬ 

ism, and public lands. In their search 

for a less austere and more robust 

role for normative discourse in prac- 

,S "0 ENERGY _ 
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tical policy making, they also provide 

original case studies that deal with 

environmental sustainability and 

natural resources policy. The unique 

structure of the book—which ends 

with the core contributors respond¬ 

ing in a discourse format to the cen¬ 

tral chapters’ essays and debates— 

helps to highlight the role personal 

and public values play in democratic 

decision making generally, and in the 

field of environmental politics specif¬ 

ically. 

The Moral Austerity of 

Environmental Decision Making 

will be a valuable resource for 

policy analysts and theorists 

alike, as well as for students in 

policy courses, political theory, 

or environmental ethics courses. 

Contributors. Joe Bowersox, 

David Brower, Susan Buck, Celia 

Campbell-Mohn, John Martin 

Gillroy, Joel Kassiola, Jan Laitos, 

William Lowry, Bryan Norton, 

Robert Paehlke, Barry G. Rabe, 

Mark Sagoff, Anna K. Schwab, 

Bob Pepperman Taylor, 

Jonathan Wiener 

IOHN MARTIN GILLROY 

is MacArthur Professor 

of Environmental Policy 

& Law at Bucknell University. 

joe bowersox is Associate 

Professor of Politics at 

Willamette University. 
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LAW & HEALTH POLICY ECONOMICS 

Protecting American 
Health Care Consumers 

ELEANOR DEARMAN KINNEY 

Despite the attention to the 

problem of protecting the health 

care interests of Americans, 

there is little consensus on what 

should be done politically or 

otherwise to address this prob¬ 

lem. In Protecting American 

Health Care Consumers Eleanor 

DeArman Kinney, a nationally 

regarded expert on health policy 

and law, tackles the serious and 

ongoing debate among state 

and federal policymakers, health 

care providers, third-party 

payers, and consumers about 

how to provide procedural 

justice to patients in the present 

health care climate. 

To promote and ensure con¬ 

sumer protection in an increas¬ 

ingly adversarial and compli¬ 

cated health care culture, Kinney 

first analyzes the procedures by 

which consumer concerns are 

presently discerned and resolved 

and then explains why these 

systems are unsatisfactory. 

She also discusses problematic 

procedures for making coverage 

policy and quality standards and 

proposes reforms in a variety of 

processes that would enable all 

consumers, including the un¬ 

insured, to influence key policies 

and standards and also to raise 

concerns and obtain appropriate 

remedies. 

As the first comprehensive treat¬ 

ment of administrative proce¬ 

dures in American health plans 

and other such institutions, 

Protecting American Health Care 

Consumers will be welcomed by 

state and federal policymakers, 

managed care executives, and 

lawyers charged with designing 

and implementing protections 

for consumers in public and 

private health plans. 

The Age of Economic 
Measurement 

ELEANOR DEARMAN KINNEY 

is Samuel R. Rosen Professor of 

Law at Indiana University and 

Co-Director of the Center for 

Law and Health at the Indiana 

University School of Law. 

She is a former Assistant General 

Counsel for the American 

Hospital Association and 

Program Analyst for the 

Department of Health and 

Human Services in Washington, 

D.C. 
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MORGAN, EDITORS 

The twentieth century could be 

justifiably called the age of mea¬ 

surement, yet few scholars have 

looked at the development of 

measurement and its impact on 

economics. What accounted 

for the emergence and establish¬ 

ment of economic measurement 

as a critical component of 

modern economics? What ques¬ 

tions and problems created the 

drive to measurement, and how 

have economists reacted to the 

changing status of numbers in 

their field? The eleven essays 

presented here include the work 

of William Stanley Jevons, Irving 

Fisher, Lucien March, Wassily 

Leontief, Richard Stone, and 

A. F. W. Crome, as well as dis¬ 

cussions of events connected 

with the Federal Reserve Bank 

and the U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics. In addition, four 

“perspectives” placed through¬ 

out the volume consider the 

paths just covered and the vistas 

that lie ahead. 

Contributors. H. Spencer 

Banzhaf, Bradley W. Bateman, 

Marcel Boumans, Flavio 

Comim, Michael E. Dowell, 

Kevin D. Hoover, Thomas M. 

Humphrey, Franck Jovanovic, 

Judy L. Klein, Martin C. Kohli, 

Phillipe Le Gall, Harro Maas, 

Mary S. Morgan, Sybilla 

Nikolow, Sandra J. Peart, 

Theodore M. Porter, E. Roy 

Weintraub 

JUDY L. KLEIN is Professor 

of Economics at Mary Baldwin 

College. MARY S. MORGAN 

is Professor of Economics in 

the Department of Economic 

History at the London School 

of Economics. 

The Age of Economic 

Measurement is the 2001 supple¬ 

ment to the journal History of 

Political Economy. All 2001 

subscribers will receive a copy as 

part of their annual subscription. 
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LITERARY CRITICISM & THEORY 

ARTWORK BY SUSAN HARLAN, 2001 

The Habit of Lying: 
Sacrificial Studies in 
Literature, Philosophy, 
and Fashion Theory 

JOHN VIGNAUX SMYTH 

Lying appears to be ubiquitous 

and universal, yet it has been 

given comparatively little atten¬ 

tion by most philosophers and 

social scientists. In The Habit 

of Lying John Vignaux Smyth 

examines three forms of falsifica¬ 

tion—lying, concealment, and 

fiction—and makes a strong 

critique of traditional philosoph¬ 

ical approaches to it. 

Smyth arrives at some surprising 

conclusions about the connec¬ 

tions between lying and mimesis 

and between lying, sacrifice, 

and the sacred. Arguing that 

the relation between lying and 

truthtelling has been character¬ 

ized in the West by strongly sac¬ 

rificial features, particularly in 

its relationship to scapegoating, 

Smyth examines the place of 

lying in moral philosophy and 

the role of fiction in analytic phi¬ 

losophy. In the process, he draws 

from the writing of Bertrand 

Russell, Sissela Bok, Richard 

Rorty, Nelson Goodman, 

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Thomas 

Pavel, F. L. G. Frege, Leo Strauss, 

Gilbert Ryle, and others. He also 

critiques the Kantian perspective 

that condemns all lying regard¬ 

less of the reason. With recourse 

to Paul de Man and Rene Girard, 

he argues that a critical dimen¬ 

sion for understanding lying 

resides in the problem of una¬ 

nimity and its relationship to 

rationality. Examining the con¬ 

nections between lying and fic¬ 

tion—looking particularly at the 

novels of Defoe, Stendahl, and 

Beckett—Smyth demonstrates 

that when fiction in the logical 

sense is rescued from falsehood, 

the problem of falsehood reap¬ 

pears in the form of arbitrari¬ 

ness. Indeed, he shows how the 

truth-systems of both fiction and 

nonfiction are threatened, and 

finds a conceptual relationship 

between law and arbitrariness. 

In the final section of the book, 

Smyth examines questions 

of fashion and dress both in 

a contemporary sense and in 

the works of Shakespeare. 

The Habit of Lying will engage 

both analytical and continental 

philosophers, as well as literary 

theorists. 

JOHN VIGNAUX SMYTH is 

Professor of English at Portland 

State University. He is the author 

of A Question of Eros: Irony in 

Sterne, Kierkegaard, and Barthes. 

PHILOSOPHY/LITERARY THEORY 

264 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-2821-6 

paper, $i8.95/£i4-50 

isbn 0-8223-2809-7 

library cloth, $54.95/£4i.95 

MARCH 

Periodization: 
Cutting Up the Past 

MARSHALL BROWN, EDITOR 

a special issue of 

Modern Language Quarterly 

Why do we need to divide time 

into periods, and how do these 

divisions of time contribute to 

or impede our understanding? 

Unlike other studies of peri¬ 

odization that limit discussions 

to whether particular period 

definitions are true and accurate, 

Periodization delves into our 

wariness of such categorizing 

and the impulse to categorize 

historical time in the first place. 

This special issue of MLQ covers 

examples of periodization from 

the early modern to the present, 

including a range from the indi¬ 

vidual year to the longue duree 

and incorporates a variety of 

methods from close empirical 

study to global concern. In the 

lead essay, Russell A. Berman 

argues that periodization saves 

us from the dangers of both 

anachronism and presentism. 

Srinivas Aravamudan, updating 

Vico, reminds us that we lose 

the past if we simply leave it 

unexamined. In “Perioddity” 

Timothy J. Reiss reflects on the 

crossings of chronology with 

geology in long-range and global 

perspectives. 

This collection strives to turn 

discomfort with periodization 

into a constructive discourse. 
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AVAILABLE 

Literature, Culture, 
and the Cognitive 
Revolution 

ALAN RICHARDSON & 

FRANCIS F. STEEN, 

SPECIAL ISSUE EDITORS 

a special issue of Poetics Today 

Since the 1950s, the cognitive 

revolution has been transform¬ 

ing work in psychology, linguis¬ 

tics, and anthropology. Literary 

scholars, however, have only 

recently begun to grapple with 

the significance of cognitive 

understandings of language, 

mind, and behavior for literary 

and cultural studies. This 

unique issue of Poetics Today 

brings the concerns of literary 

history and cultural studies for 

the first time into a sustained 

and productive dialogue with 

cognitive methods, findings, 

and paradigms. 

The introduction situates the 

collection in relation to previous 

work, defines the issues, and 

highlights the stakes. Articles by 

Mark Turner and Paul Hernadi 

propose a bold extension of 

notions of literary history to 

include not only preliterature 

oral forms but the entire history 

of the species, viewing literary 

activity as a crucial human 

adaptation. Ellen Spolsky’s essay 

provides an unprecedented 

statement of common ground 

shared by cognitive-evolution¬ 

ary approaches and poststruc¬ 

turalist theory. The final three 

essays examine works by Aphra 

Behn, A. L. Barbauld, and Jane 

Austen in terms of their con¬ 

temporary cultural and political 

contexts as well as in light of 

paradigms drawn from cognitive 

neuroscience and evolutionary 

theory. A commentary by Tony 

E. Jackson surveys the entire 

issue from the viewpoint of an 

informed outsider. 

OPPENHEIM, 1619 

Contributors. Paul Hernadi, 

Tony E. Jackson, Alan 

Richardson, Ellen Spolsky, 

Francis F. Steen, Reuven Tsur, 

Mark Turner, Lisa Zunshine 

ALAN RICHARDSON is 

Professor of English at Boston 

College. FRANCIS F. STEEN 

is Assistant Professor of 
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LITERARY THEORY/ 
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225 pages 
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